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Welcome to Test Targets 5.0! If this is your fi rst time 
encountering the publication, you’ll be pleasantly 
surprised of its purpose and content. If you’re already 
familiar with Test Targets, jump right into the contents and 
fi nd out what we did in 2005.
What’s Test Targets?
Test Targets is about scholarship that intimately involves 
faculty and students in the process of writing and publishing. 
Writing is a rigorous way of expressing one’s mind by 
translating thoughts as words on to paper. Publishing 
demands the know-how of editing and arranging the 
written contents and graphics in the form of a bound 
volume according to a layout and fi nishing plan.
Test Targets is a collection of research papers that require 
collaborative effort over a time span of three academic 
quarters. Initially, students learned metrology, color 
management system, and the use of test targets for 
device optimization and process control. As time goes 
by, students are encouraged to identify research topics, 
formulate methodologies, and carry out experiments and 
data analyses in order to have specifi c fi ndings. We’re 
pleased to publish Test Targets 5.0 as a part of the course 
content in the Advanced Color Management class. We 
distribute Test Targets free-of-charge to students in the 
classroom. We give it to RIT alumni and friends in the 
printing and publishing industries as a memento on special 
occasions. We also distribute it at the Gravure Education 
Foundation web site at www.gaa.org/GEF/publications.
html for $19.95 per copy to raise scholarship fund.
Test Targets is about experimenting with characteristics of 
print media and report our fi ndings with the print media 
that we studied. Test Targets 5.0 is the fi fth edition of the 
Test Targets publication series. In this issue, a Heidelberg 
sheet-fed lithographic offset press was used to print the 
cover and a NexPress 2100 digital press was used to print 
the content.
What’s in the publication?
Test Targets is a test bed for ideas about color management 
and workfl ow of print media. There are three sections in 
the publication, i.e., scholarly articles, Gallery of Visual 
Interest, and Test Forms.
Eight articles are published in Test Targets 5.0. Using 
first-person narrative, Franz Sigg tells a story of his 
family’s printing business since 1930s where lithography 
was accomplished with the use of lime stones, and his 
professional life around film-based workflows since 
1960s. Through his story telling, we learn printing as a 
technology continuum and his passion for it. Edline Chun 
provides an account of her experiences in publishing 
technical manuals about color measurement instruments. 
It is also a story about teacher-student relationship in the 
learning continuum.
The bulk of the papers in Test Targets 5.0 study some 
aspects of color management and its performance. 
Michael Riordan points out a weakness of digital pre-
media workfl ow by assessing color errors induced from 
different color settings between software packages. Adam 
Dewitz investigates pre-media workfl ow by describing 
the PDF/X-1a workfl ow, used in the production of the 
Test Targets 5.0. He compares what we did against the 
best practices, and recommends what we should do in 
the future.
Fred Hsu raises a fundamental question regarding the 
role of device calibration on color matching performance 
of an ICC color management system. He discusses the 
importance of device optimization when deciding how 
an output device ought to be calibrated.
Color image rendering is a user-controllable feature. 
Jorge Uribe investigates the inner working of the black 
point compensation, as implemented by Adobe’s color 
conversion engine. You will find his methodology, 
quantitative assessment, and answers to his research 
questions clear and informative. This is also true of 
the research by Dimitrios Ploumidis who shows how 
printability issues, such as scum dots, are addressed by 
a CMYK-to-CMYK link profi le within a color-managed 
workfl ow.
Parallel with the theme of the changing nature of 
technology, I describe the role of soft proofi ng in printing 
and publishing. I reason why softproofi ng, not found in 
the dictionary today, will be recognized as a single word 
in the foreseeable future. By gazing through the crystal 
ball of the technology adoption curve, I envision fast 
adoption of softproofi ng by practitioners from ad agencies, 
to publishers, and printers.
Gallery of Visual Interest is the second component of the 
publication. Images are accompanied with minimum 
text and they are designed to strike a thought-provoking 
conversation amongst readers interested in color and print 
media technology. It contains pictorial reference images of 
high-key, low-key, and images with high chroma or with 
important neutrals. It showcases images with noticeable 
color difference, e.g., the effect of assigning a source 
profi le. It also showcases images with no visual difference 
but with different pre-media treatments, e.g., the effect 
of monochrome image rendering in that it shows no 
visual difference among three black-and-white elements 
within a pictorial color image. Upon examining these 
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black-and-white elements with a magnifi er, we’ll discover 
microscopic differences among them. 
Test Forms is the third component of the publication. 
Whether pictorial or synthetic, test forms represent known 
starting points in the print production process. Three new 
test forms, i.e., gray balance chart, IT8.7/4-2005 Visual, 
and IT8.7/4-2005 Random, are included in this edition. 
By incorporating test forms in a print production process, 
they provide us with a means to characterize color and to 
gauge process capabilities, variation, and the impact of 
user-defi nable settings in color matching or color image 
reproduction.
Anecdotes of interest
Publishing is like traveling that involves planning, taking 
the trip, and reaching the destination. There are excitements 
and detours along the way. In the end, what we achieve 
refl ects our ambition and the amount of efforts exerted.
We are aware of progress made in the PDF/X family of 
graphic arts technology standards. Implementing PDF/X 
in a color-managed workfl ow became an idea for us to 
pursue. We decide to learn to walk before running. This 
means that we will convert all RGB images as CMYK 
images in Photoshop and placed them in InDesign. In 
the next issue of Test Targets, we will test the PDF/X-3 
workfl ow by placing embedded RGB images directly in 
the article section of the InDesign document. We will 
continue to use PDF/X-1a as the early device-binding 
workflow to handle images in the Gallery of Visual 
Interest.
Technologies provide options. Different printing 
technologies are used to print Test Targets 4.0 and Test 
Targets 5.0. Specifi cally, a Goss (was Heidelberg) Sunday 
2000 web offset is used to print Test Targets 4.0. Each 
signature is 16 pages. The top press speed is 2,000 ft/min 
or about 1,000 impressions/min. The production of a 
76-page publication for a quantity of 2,000 copies is less 
than half day. 
In contrast, a NexPress 2100 digital press is used to print 
Test Targets 5.0. Each signature is 4 pages and the top 
press speed is 100 impressions/min. The production of a 
76-page publication for a quantity of 2,000 copies is fi ve 
8-hour days. So, there is a difference of 10x in printing 
speed  and 4x in area coverage between the two printing 
technologies. This is why digital printing is meant for on-
demand, short-run, and variable data printing.
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Abstract
This paper is a review of the author’s personal history 
of lithography in connection with the production of 
test targets. It discusses how each time period had its 
own vision on how to improve things, and how the 
printing industry changed from a craft to a science-based 
industry.
Introduction
This fall was the end of an era for me: For the last 45 years 
I have been making fi lm-based test targets. This September 
I made one last production run and then disassembled my 
test targets production facility. It was clear that no more 
new fi lm-based test targets will be designed. The digital 
age is here to stay.
As I cleaned out the drawers and fi ling cabinets, I found 
forgotten pictures, documents, printing samples, results of 
experiments, etc. which were from the time of the printing 
plant of my parents and grand-parents. 
My great grandfather started a lithographic printing 
business with a hand press in 1848 in Winterthur, 
Switzerland. My grandfather Emil and his brother Eugen 
Sigg built a new plant around 1910, and in 1957 my father 
Max and his brother Robert built yet another new plant in 
the suburbs of Winterthur. During my apprenticeship as 
a press operator, which lasted for four years (1957-61), I 
could not imagine that this tradition would ever come to 
an end. In my perception, our lives totally focused around 
printing. Today all that is gone.
Today, printing technology changes at an extremely fast 
rate. Gutenberg’s technology lasted some 500 years, stone 
lithography about 150 years and fi lm-based prepress about 
70 years. When I was in grade school, I still witnessed 
the end of the lithographic stone printing age and later 
experienced the implementation of new offset presses, 
fi lm-based reproduction, pre-sensitized printing plates, 
densitometers, scanner separations, off-press proofi ng, 
computers, PostScript, Photoshop, Computer to Plate, and 
now even (remote) soft proofi ng.  
In this report, I will take a historic view of the last 70 
years of my family’s printing business as an example for 
today’s printing students at RIT and how I got involved 
in test targets. 
Film based targets, the end of an era
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Fig. 1: Johann Jakob Sigg Söhne printing plant in 1934 Fig. 2: Emil Sigg, lithographing a poster on stones.
Lithography in 1934
One of the treasures I found in my father’s desk was a set 
of fi lm negatives that depict the printing plant in 1934. 
Fig. 1 shows the house of my grandfather and his brother. 
The ground fl oor was the printing plant, in the other fl oors 
lived my grandparents. My grandfather was an artist 
lithographer who had his training in Switzerland and Paris. 
Fig. 2 shows him lithographing a poster on a large stone. 
It is an advertisement to collect money for the support of 
old people. Every color separation was drawn wrong side 
reading on the stone, using lithographers ink and crayons. 
Notice the two proofs in the back are prints of different 
color separations. Fig. 3 shows that it took four people to 
lift the stone into the press. 
Besides printing, there were also proofi ng and image 
assembly, where images from small original stones were 
transferred to larger stones for production (Fig. 4). 
My father Max Sigg brought new technology to the plant. 
In 1934, 21 years old, after having fi nished his prepress 
and press apprenticeship, he studied printing in Leipzig, 
Germany (which was the printing capital of that time). He 
made fi rst attempts at using fi lm (Fig. 5) and he had been 
in England to buy the fi rst offset press for our plant from 
Geo Mann, Leeds, England. 
Fig. 6 shows one of the press rooms, with a stone stop-
cylinder printing press in the foreground, and the offset 
press in the back. 
Film based targetsTest Targets 5.0
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Fig. 4: Image assembly
Fig. 3: Poster size printing press
Fig. 5: Max Sigg, fi rst attempts at fi lm separations.
Fig. 6:  Press room
Notice, it takes 3 people to run a stone printing press: 
someone to feed the paper, someone to remove the paper, 
and the press operator who checks registration, color, and 
water balance. Fig. 7 shows the same stone printing press 
28 years later. It had also been moved to the new plant 
because not all customer art work had been transferred 
to fi lm. 
When printing, the stone needs to be accelerated and 
decelerated, back and forth for each impression, resulting 
in a production of some 400 to 700 impressions per hour. 
These presses were called stop-cylinder presses because 
the cylinder does not turn on the way back. You can see 
how an offset press, using metal plates around a cylinder, 
brought about a ten fold increase in productivity, while 
using fewer people to operate.
Fig. 8 shows Max wiping the plate of the offset press. 
Notice, there are not many safety features on the press. 
Gears and rollers are exposed, no shields. One had to 
be careful, when cleaning the ink rollers on the running 
machine, to only put the rag on roller nips where the 
rollers turned out rather than in. I know of press operators 
who had lost a fi nger, and I have sent a rag through the 
press myself when I was an apprentice. Luckily I did not 
hold onto the rag.
I have more images I could show but space is needed for 
other topics. However one more I wish to show. How 
do you think the image carriers were kept for future use? 
Imagine the images you now have on your computer 
would have to be stored like in Fig. 9. 
Dreaming of better ways
Looking at how these people worked 70 years ago, we 
might well think that this is low tech. But remember, this 
was state of the art. What they did not have in terms of 
equipment, they made up for with skill, dedication, and 
patience. Many of these people still worked for the same 
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Fig. 7: Feeding paper to the stop-cylinder press.
Fig. 8: The fi rst offset press for J. J. Sigg Söhne. Fig. 9: One of three litho stone archives.
company 30 years later when I was an apprentice; I know 
them by name. There was a sense of family working 
together. One more thing: we did not have a marketing 
department. It was not necessary. Our customers came to 
us because they knew that they would get quality work. 
Whatever was earned was put back into the company and 
everybody prospered on a modest level.
But, there were dreams of how to improve things and get 
away from stone. How to make an offset plate on metal 
plates so rotary presses can be used. Use a blanket cylinder 
to get better ink transfer and plate life on uncoated paper. 
This helps compete against letter press which was stuck 
with lead type. Use photography rather than hand drawn 
artwork. 
When I was an apprentice 25 years later (1957 to 1961), 
those dreams had become true. The last vestiges of the 
lithographic stone age were transitioned out of industrial 
production. Things were better, but we had new dreams: 
visual control of press sheets is not enough; we needed to 
measure, we needed color control bars and an evaluation 
system. We needed to understand statistical variability. 
Although photography worked, electronic scanners 
might be better and might be automated. Press proofi ng, 
although it seems the best possible match to a production 
run, is tricky; it is diffi cult to get a press to print exactly 
to specifi cations for a short press run. Therefore, could 
there be an off-press proof (photographic) that inherently 
conforms to specifi cations with minimum variability? 
Another 20 years later, in the 1980s, those problems were 
solved. I call  that period the golden age of analog printing. 
We had things quite well under control. Off-press proofs 
were embodiments of internationally accepted printing 
standards, and served on the one hand, the prepress 
professionals to optimize the color separations, and, on 
the other hand, served as a reliable reference for press 
makeready.
Although these dreams of the sixties were fulfi lled by the 
eighties, new ones came up: we can do typesetting using 
computers. We also should be able to use computers 
for spell checking, automatically add ligatures, do 
justifi cation. In short, why can a word processor not also 
be a typesetting machine? Why retype what was already 
typed before? Do we need typographers anymore? What 
they do could be programmed as artifi cial intelligence 
into a computer! 
As prepress specialists (scanner operators and dot etchers) 
we thought that, yes we can see that typesetting can be 
computerized, but images? Much too complex; we will 
be safe from change. Besides, the memory and speed 
requirements to process images are way beyond the 
capability of  computers. Then it took less time to re-scan 
an image than to take a digitized image and rotate it! But 
not for long, once the goals were set, they were soon 
achieved. Today we can do more on a lap top than was 
possible at that time on a large mainframe computer. 
One more thought: One of the dreams we had was that 
printing becomes a science and industry rather than a 
craft. We are there. The processes are highly automated. 
After many failed attempts, closed loop color control 
systems on presses fi nally work. Very high-quality plates 
are now routinely made in a matter of minutes with 
the push of a button. Registration is no longer an issue. 
Image processing is very simple. Photoshop contains the 
knowledge of a century of reproduction photography 
experience. Nobody needs a steady hand and a good 
eye anymore to retouch halftone dots because of dust or 
a halo from contacting. Now we do not have craftsmen 
anymore, we have technicians. 
In prepress there used to be several distinct professions: 
reproduction photographer, dot etcher, typographer, 
image assembly, plate maker, proof printer. All of this is 
done today by a single person who is well trained in the 
use of a few computer programs. Even non-professionals 
can nowadays create a document using a word processor 
and some simple image manipulation software to create a 
document with text and images, and print it on their home 
computer. Digital workfl ow is the new buzzword. 
There is a price for all this. To run a printing plant today, all 
it takes is a few people who intimately know the process, 
a few people who do the routine work with automation, 
and the rest need to look for something else to do. 
Test targets
Up to the 1960s, plates were hand coated on a whirler. 
The coating was hygroscopic, being based on gum 
arabic, and therefore humidity and temperature had a 
great effect on plate dot gain. My father experimented 
to come up with better plate making chemistry. In 1937, 
Max spent time in Argentina, and the tropical climate was 
particularly diffi cult for the plate coatings. He came up 
with a chemical system that worked quite well, and was 
able to sell it to Willi Krause in Bielefeld who produced 
plate making materials well into the sixties. I still have 
a folder with LTF (Lithographic Technical Foundation, 
Chicago) reports that provided him with a wealth of 
information on plate making and printing. 
Because Max was experimenting with plate making, 
he needed exposure test targets. In the late 1950s, he 
was president of the technical commission of UGRA, 
the graphic arts research institution of Switzerland. He 
therefore initiated the development of a plate control test 
target. After deciding on a design, the problem was how 
to produce it. 
I had just fi nished my apprenticeship as a press operator, 
and worked at a trade shop to also learn camera work 
and dot etching. I took the challenge and tried to generate 
the master original fi lms for what was going to be the fi rst 
version (1962) of the UGRA plate control wedge. This 
exposure test target has two parts to it: a low contrast fi lm 
with a continuous gray scale and a high contrast fi lm with 
a halftone wedge and a resolution test patch.  We fi nally 
succeeded to produce about 500 wedges and I hoped 
that this would be enough for a long time. Given the tight 
tolerances, it had been very diffi cult to do. 
I then left for RIT in 1962 to study printing which I already 
knew how to do as a craftsman, but I wanted to learn the 
theory behind the methods used. It was my task to get 
myself ready to set up a reproduction department in our 
plant. The 500 UGRA scales were sold out in no time, 
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and I ended up spending my summer vacation making 
more, using a better production system. This was the 
beginning of my test targets production career and it still 
goes on, now of course using PostScript programming. 
Fig. 10 shows a digitized image of the current version of 
the analog UGRA wedge.
Automated test targets production
I would like to show you some pictures of the automatic 
targets production machine that I designed and built. At 
fi rst I did all exposures and processing by hand. Once 
I understood the requirements, I designed automated 
equipment and measuring instruments and fi nally had a 
system where the targets were exposed on roll rather than 
sheet fi lm. By then I made other targets besides UGRA 
scales. There were also color bars for Gretag and Microline 
targets for 3M Matchprint and another one for RIT.
The test targets production facility consisted of two 
rooms, a darkroom where the fi lm was automatically 
exposed, and then pulled through a light trap by the 
processing machine which was in the other room. After 
developing, fi xing, etching, washing, and drying, there 
was a measuring and inspection station at the end of 
which the fi lm was rolled up.
Exposure
The master original of the UGRA scale is a thick glass plate 
with a very thin chrome coating, into which the image of 
the UGRA wedge was etched. This is a high resolution, 
high contrast, very stable master image.
In the middle of Fig. 11, there is the exposure station. It is 
a frame with a pressure plate driven by four large screws. 
The cassette with the master chrome plate is placed into 
this pressure plate frame and the fi lm is guided between 
two bars and wheels over the chrome original. The cassette 
and original is visible in front of the pressure frame. At 
the bottom of the pressure frame, underneath the table, 
there is the exposure lamp which is controlled by a light 
integrator-timer shown behind the pressure frame (with the 
red button). On top of the pressure frame, there is a lens 
which projects a luminous serial number counter onto the 
back of the fi lm. This way each UGRA scale has its own 
unique serial number, which facilitates traceability and 
quality control. This serial number counter is shown sitting 
on top of the transportation unit, at the upper left of the 
pressure frame. It is a black box, you can see the luminous 
numbers. Normally, during production, the serial number 
counter sits on top of a cardboard tube over the lens. 
Transport
Basically the processing machine pulls the film at a 
constant speed. Exposure is inherently a step and repeat 
process. Therefore, there is a transportation unit after the 
pressure frame that holds the fi lm in a loop. Whenever 
the processor has used up the loop, a new transport and 
exposure cycle is initiated. To keep the fi lm stretched over 
the original chrome, there is a roller unit that pulls the fi lm 
constantly backwards with a light force. The yellow roller 
is part of that unit. On the lower right, a corner of the fi lm 
cassette is visible which contains the unexposed fi lm roll. 
It is shown laying down but normally stands up. 
In the center back of the image, the old fi rst version of this 
machine is visible. It was designed for 35 mm fi lm, the 
new machine was designed for 70 mm wide fi lm.
Processing
The processing machine (Fig. 12) was originally designed 
to process color fi lm. It has 13 processing tanks. I took 
the mechanical part of the machine and then designed 
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Fig. 10: UGRA Plate Control Wedge version 1982
Fig. 11: Exposure and transportation station Fig. 12: Processor
my own electronics and plumbing for my process. The 
extra tanks are necessary because a slight etching with 
Farmer’s reducer was needed to remove a possible, light 
fog of the fi lm, and because extra washing was needed for 
archival processing. The two cartridges at the bottom are 
for electrolytic silver recovery. The dryer is to the left. 
Quality control
The measuring section is shown in Fig. 13. It consists of 
a custom, high precision dot area meter, a densitometer, 
and a light table that also automatically measures repeat 
length of the ‘endless’ color bars. Fig. 14 shows the rewind 
station which was on my desk.
Moving into a new era
This was a wonderful machine. For me it was like meeting 
an old, reliable friend when I used it. What is left are 
good memories. I disassembled the machine into its 
components. A pile of aluminium, a can of stainless steel, 
a box with brass parts, all were recycled (Fig. 15). Some 
smaller parts I did not have the heart to disassemble, I will 
keep them a while longer before they get thrown out.
Looking back over  these years and how things progressed, 
it is very clear that test targets are fundamental tools 
without which we could not have progressed. This is true 
both for analog and digital methods. One of the aspects 
of today’s new high-tech printing is, that each step in 
the workfl ow needs to be optimized, calibrated, process 
controlled, and documented. For most of these steps, test 
targets are needed. To be able to design and use test targets 
requires an in-depth understanding of the process. We try 
to convey these things to our students.
Now is a new time with new challenges for a new 
generation of printing professionals. I have been 
programming PostScript for the last 11 years and love it. 
Amazing test targets can be programmed for the digital 
world. Some of these are shown in this publication.
Film based targetsTest Targets 5.0
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Fig. 13: QC Section
Fig. 15: Disassembly and recycling
Fig. 14: Rewind station on my desk
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Abstract
Using soft proofing as a color communication tool 
from design to press has received much attention in the 
printing and publishing industry. This paper explores 
the role of proofi ng in printing and publishing from a 
technology trend point of view. Given that there are 
a number of softproofi ng technologies on the market 
that facilitate notable research and testing activities by 
industry associations and universities on soft proofi ng 
capability and performance, the soft proofing era is 
dawning. To commemorate the arrival of the new era, 
“soft proofi ng” or “soft-proofi ng” is recognized as a single 
word, softproofi ng, in this paper.
Trends in digital prepress
When the author joined School of Print Media at Rochester 
Institute of Technology (RIT) as a faculty member in the 
1980s, the state-of-the-art technologies in the prepress 
area were fl oor model analog scanners, phototypesetting 
machines, light tables for manual image assembly, fi lm-
based proofi ng, and platemaking equipment. These were 
the technologies available then. Macintosh computers 
were not available until 1984 (Remember the Super Bowl 
Macintosh ad on January 24, 1984?). We, as faculty of the 
School, were successful in developing curriculum and in 
preparing college graduates for the printing/publishing 
industry. The author taught one course in image carriers 
for gravure, offset lithography, and fl exographic printing 
to a very large group of freshmen class with repeating 
laboratory sessions then.
If you tour the School facilities today, you will see many Mac 
G5 (1.8 GHz) with OS X running with a variety of publishing 
software packages for graphic design, image processing, 
pagination, PDF, web page design, video and animation, 
etc. There are many peripherals, e.g., digital cameras, fl atbed 
canners, and small- and large-format output devices. There is 
no phototypesetting machine, fi lm-based proofi ng, manual 
image assembly, and fi lm-based platemaking equipment 
left anymore. We, as faculty of the School, have been busy 
updating our curriculum so that relevant technologies and 
their applications are taught in the classroom.
Today, the author teaches a number of technical subjects, 
including color management, quality control, and tone 
and color analysis, to a number of small classes that is 
equal to the same teaching load in 1980s.
The contrast in technology change matches the contrast 
in teaching change. Table 1 provides a comparison in 
prepress imaging workfl ow change over a time span of 
25 years. For example, a competent technologist of the 
1980s might know a great deal of typesetting. He or she 
likely knew little about layout or color separation or 
presswork. As such, skills of an individual usually were 
bound to certain types of devices. In order to complete 
print production from design to press, many manual 
processing steps and many individuals were necessary.
If we examine a competent technologist today, he or she is 
capable of performing a number design and prepress tasks 
using the same microcomputer running with a variety of 
software packages. As suggested at the right-hand-side of 
Table 1, design and prepress activities take the shape of 
a funnel. The end of the funnel is a marking engine or an 
imaging head of any hardcopy output device. What passes 
underneath the imaging head is the moving substrate. 
Thus, a graphic art system is made up of two parts: pre-
media and print media.
In the past, only hardcopy was used as proofi ng media. 
Now, both hardcopy and display are used as proofi ng 
media. In addition, a few observations are worth 
mentioning regarding the nature of technology change: 
(a) The rate of technological change becomes faster and 
faster; (b) Technology adoption has been an effective tool 
for increased quality and productivity; (c) What is new will 
one day become old; and (d) Survival is for the fi ttest.
Indeed, what happened in prepress technology is parallel 
to what happened in the computer industry. It is a story 
about the evolution of technology for increased quality 
and productivity. Gordon Moore, cofounder of Intel, 
summarized the rapid technological improvement the 
best with his Moore’s Law in 1965, i.e., data density of 
the integrated circuit doubled every 18 months.
Softproofi ng in printing and publishing
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Table 1: Technology comparison between 1980 and 2005
The improved performance in computing and in its 
peripherals, e.g., smaller and faster computer, larger and 
more fl at monitors, eventually gave birth to softproofi ng. 
Let’s discuss what a color proof is, what a certifi ed proof 
is, and why softproofi ng is a new imaging paradigm.
Color proofing in printing and 
publishing
A color proof is a graphic medium for visual verifi cation 
from design to print production. A color proof is not just 
a pretty picture, but is a prototype representing the look 
and feel of printed page. In publication printing, a contract 
proof serves as a legal binding agreement between 
advertisers and publishers. Printers are required to print 
to match contract proofs.
A certifi ed proof is a contract proof that has gone through 
a certifi cation process and is required to match a reference 
printing condition. For example, Specifi cation Web Offset 
Publication (SWOP) began its certification program 
in 1999. Off-press proofing vendors must submit an 
application data sheet (ADS) and sample proofs for 
evaluation. To be certifi ed, SWOP representatives will 
verify the submitted ADS by measuring the supplied 
proof. In addition, SWOP determines if there exists a 
visual match between the supplied proof and a SWOP 
certifi ed press sheet. A SWOP certifi ed press sheet is a 
press sheet, bearing the same pictorial reference images as 
the proof that conforms to SWOP specifi cations. In other 
words, a certifi ed proof is required to print by numbers 
and a press run that conforms to SWOP specifi cations is 
also required to print by numbers. When both the proof 
and the press sheet conform to the same set of numbers, 
visual match between proof and press sheet is a natural 
consequence.
Hardcopy vs. softproof
It is clear that both a hardcopy digital proofer and a 
softproofi ng device take digital data as input. A question 
was raised if the hardcopy proof itself is digital. In other 
words, whether the data was rasterized and the bit 
map became either ink amount or toner amount on 
the substrate, does the hardcopy proof remain digital? 
Or when rasterized data is sent to a display to excite 
phosphors, is the softproof digital? It turned out that 
human visual system is analog in nature. The eye cannot 
see bits and bytes directly. The visual information has to 
be converted as light on a self-emissive device or as dots 
of different sizes on substrate in order for us to see. Thus, 
both types of digital proofer are analog. 
In what way, then, does hardcopy and softproof differ 
from each other? Well, the imaging cycle of a hardcopy 
proofi ng system is relatively long, i.e., 10-20 minutes. It 
requires courier services to deliver the proof to the clients. 
It takes time to communicate changes back to the prepress 
provider. On the other hand, a display-based digital 
proofer works with a continuous stream of energy. Any 
change in the digital data immediately affects the content 
of the display. With broadband data communication, 
softproofi ng can be anywhere at anytime.
There is a need for a certifi ed off-press proofi ng system by 
the publication printing market. Certifi ed hardcopy proofs 
have been the norm in printing and publishing. The culture 
of being accustomed to using hardcopy proofs and the 
proliferation of non-impact digital printing technologies, 
e.g., dye diffusion thermo transfer (D2T2) and inkjet, 
prolong the hardcopy paradigm. If we examine the list of 
SWOP-certifi ed off-press proofi ng systems today, display-
based SWOP-certifi ed proofi ng systems are catching up 
(Table 2). There are 60 certifi ed systems by 17 vendors 
all together. Among the 60 certifi ed systems, 20 of them 
are display-based.
In the very beginning, softproofi ng was a curiosity in 
universities. An early technology demonstration on 
softproofi ng was by Professor Roy Berns and his student 
in 1995 at RIT (Berns and Choh, 1995). There has been a 
great deal of technology development in the past decade. 
The fi rst SWOP certifi ed display-based proofi ng system, 
given to ICS Remote Director, was issued in October 
2003. The International Organization for Standardization 
(ISO) only recently fi nalized the display standards for 
color proofi ng (ISO 12646, 2004). We’re beginning to 
Softproofi ngTest Targets 5.0
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Table 2: Off-press proofi ng system vendors
experience that softproofi ng enables the digital workfl ow, 
from digital image capturing to editing to pagination to 
contract proofi ng, seamlessly with shorter cycle time and 
without any solid waste.
Basics of display-to-print match
Color is a visual sensation, resulting from the integration of 
three variables: light source, object, and the human visual 
system. Within the visual system there are 3 sensors (red-, 
green- and blue-light sensitive cones), that each detects 
one-third of the visible energy and passes visual stimuli 
to the brain for interpretation. The process of quantifying 
color by integrating all visual stimuli together is also 
known as tristimulus integration. A graphical depiction 
of tristimulus integration is shown in Fig. 1. The diagram 
at left in Fig. 1 is the spectral energy distribution of the 
light source. The diagram in the middle is the spectral 
refl ectance distribution of the object. The diagram on the 
right is the spectral sensitivities of the Standard Observer. 
Tristimulus values, X, Y and Z, are resulting from the 
tristimulus integration process (Berns, 2000).
Let’s examine the meaning of tristimulus integration 
further. First, the color sensation changes if any one of the 
three elements changes. For examples, the color sensation 
of an object changes if two different light sources, e.g., 
daylight and tungsten, are used to view the object side by 
side (color is light source dependent); the color sensation 
is different between two objects having different spectral 
energy distributions (color is object dependent); and the 
color sensation is different between a color-defi cient and 
a color-normal person (color is observer dependent). 
This is why the international standard for process ink 
specifi cations, ISO 2846, must defi ne the illuminant D50 
and the 2-degree Standard Observer as the measurement 
conditions.
A more interesting phenomenon about tristimulus 
integration is that color matching is possible between 
two objects having different spectral energy distributions. 
This is the effect of tristimulus integration, i.e., when two 
objects have the same tristimulus values, they match in 
color. This phenomenon is called metamerism.
A color image can be reproduced in two ways: by 
subtractive color mixing and by additive color mixing. 
Subtractive color mixing is how hardcopy color printers 
work whereby cyan, magenta, yellow, and black 
separations/inks are printed on paper in registration. 
Additive color mixing is how monitors work whereby red, 
green, and blue lights are emitted off a display.
There are doubts in the mind of laymen that achieving 
display-to-print match is possible. Yet, the match between 
a printed color and its display is, by defi nition, a metameric 
match. Thus, color matching between proof and print 
does not depend on the proof being refl ective (as in the 
hardcopy) or self emissive (as in the display).
Recent technological advancements 
and testing
Softproofi ng technology did not happen by itself. It is 
the synergy among a number of recent technological 
advancements. Display, color management, and broadband 
data communication are the top three technologies that 
we will look at with a focus on the softproofi ng application 
in the pressroom.
1. Display technology and its testing
Different display technologies may be used for softproofi ng 
applications. CRT (cathode ray tube) has been used for TV 
and computer display traditionally. To display an image, an 
electron beam strikes a phosphor coated inside a vacuum 
tube. CRTs are bulky and with a curved surface that 
refl ects glare from ambient light. Burn-in, a faint image 
that has been displayed over a long period of time on the 
same location of a CRT is a problem for CRT.
LCD (liquid crystal display) is a lightweight fl at-panel 
display device. A high-intensity light source is used. 
To display an image, an electric current passes through 
the liquid, causing the crystals to align so light can pass 
through them. Each pixel on the LCD has three-color 
cells that form red, green, and blue components of the 
signal. Imaging by liquid crystal does not create burn-in 
problems.
OLED (organic light-emitting diode) is an electronic device 
made by placing a series of organic thin fi lms between 
two conductors. When electric current is applied, a bright 
light is emitted. In other words, OLED is a self-luminous 
display that does not require backlighting. It also has a 
larger brightness range with a wider viewing angle than 
LCD displays.
The appearance of a color display is infl uenced by many 
physical factors. Minimum display requirements for 
resolution, size, uniformity and convergence, according 
to ISO 12646 (2004), are shown in Table 3. 
The minimum size of the display, 17 inches x 8.5 inches, 
is close to a two-page spread for magazine publication. 
If we fi t the 8.5 inches to the 1,280 pixels dimension, the 
spatial resolution of a pictorial image is 150 pixels/inch. 
This is considered more than adequate for softproofi ng 
applications.
In addition to the physical factors mentioned in Table 3, a 
dark, neutral surround is needed for display viewing. The 
Softproofi ngTest Targets 5.0
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Table 3: Color display requirements
Fig. 1: Tristimulus integration
ambient viewing conditions for softproofi ng application 
must have controlled lighting. The non-image forming 
or fl are light at the face of the monitor should be low. 
At the same time, the display has to be placed near 
the viewing booth for refl ective print viewing. In other 
words, pressmen have to learn how to use a softproofi ng 
system, including the viewing conditions, correctly. Else, 
pressmen may not have the benefi t of display-to-print 
match. Worse yet, they may lose confi dence in using the 
technology in the pressroom.
Researchers at RIT’s Munsell Color Science Laboratory 
tested temporal consistency of two LCD displays and 
one CRT display in 2000 (Gibson and Fairchild, 2000). 
Each display was left on for four hours before beginning 
measurement. The time span for these measurements was 
over three hours for each display. The results showed that 
display devices were extremely stable (< 0.1 ∆E) over 
time (Table 4).
Gibson and Fairchild also tested spatial uniformity of the 
three displays by dividing the display into 3 by 3 or nine 
areas. They found that there was more spatial variation 
(about 0.5 ∆E in CIE94 unit) than temporal consistency.
The School of Print Media performed device capability 
tests on an Epson SC3000 inkjet printer (Chan, Chung, and 
Cheung, 2000) at the same time. The testing procedure 
for temporal consistency was more elaborated. Also, 
different color difference metric, ∆Eab, was used. Thirty 
samples of the IT8.7/3 basic data block (182 patches) were 
printed over a period of a month. All thirty samples were 
measured and analyzed. The reference was the average 
of L*, a*, and b* of each color patch of the thirty samples. 
From comparing all the thirty samples to the reference 
respectively, the results were thirty sets of 182 ∆Eab. By 
averaging the 182 ∆Eab of each sample, there was a result 
of 30 average ∆Eab that represented the performance of 
each sample. The grand average of the thirty ∆E(ab) values 
was found to be 0.45 ∆Eab. It was considered small in 
relation to the color difference between two press runs 
which ranges from 2~4 ∆Eab.
We also conducted spatial uniformity tests for hardcopy 
output devices. A case in point is the paper, authored by 
Fred Hsu, in this issue of the Test Targets (Hsu, 2005). Hsu 
tested on an Epson SC4000 inkjet printer. He reported that 
the average color difference across the width of the paper 
was 0.07 ∆E00 and the average color difference lengthwise 
was 0.14 ∆E00. In this paper, a different color difference 
metric, ∆E00, was used.
Given that there were differences in the testing procedures 
and in color difference metrics used to assess device 
capabilities, a quick observation suggests that display 
performance in terms of temporal consistency and spatial 
uniformity is as good as inkjet devices tested, but better 
than printing presses.
2. Color management technology and its 
testing
Color management is a method of rendering color 
images from one color space to the other. It involves a 
source device and a destination device with known color 
characteristics. Using International Color Consortium 
(ICC) specifi cations, color characterization is in the form 
of device profi les.
As shown in Fig. 2, the image rendering from the source to 
destination requires the use of an application programming 
interface (API) with a color engine or color management 
module (CMM) and a selected rendering intent. Profi le 
connection space (PCS) is a transient color space whereby 
the look-up table from the source profi le and the look-up 
table from the destination profi le meet.
Using publishing workfl ow as an example, the source is 
the press and the destination is the display located in the 
pressroom. Document or image fi les, with colors defi ned 
in the press CMYK space, are converted into the monitor 
RGB space for display. Color management performance 
depends on device color gamut, spatial uniformity, and 
temporal consistency.
The appearance match between display and print will be 
affected by physical factors of the display, as discussed 
earlier, and the accuracy of the color management system. 
The display-to-print match also depends on white point 
simulation and gamut capability of the monitor. Since 
most unprinted paper is not neutral, accurate profi les 
and a correct rendering are required for the monitor to 
simulate the white point of the paper.
Fig. 3 shows a comparison of color gamut between an 
LCD display profi le (wire frame) and SWOP profi le (solid). 
Test Targets 5.0
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Fig. 2: Schematic of a color management system
Fig. 3: Gamut comparison between a LCD display 
and SWOP
Softproofi ng
Table 4: Temporal consistency of display devices
Notice that there are non-overlapping areas between 
cyan and yellow region of the two media. This means that 
when a SWOP certifi ed softproofi ng system conforms to 
its SWOP application data sheet, it does not necessarily 
mean that a perfect display-to-print match has been 
achieved.
While softproofi ng can simulate printed color closely, it 
will not be able to simulate micro image structures, e.g., 
halftone patterns, image moiré, image gloss, etc. Unless 
the size of the display is very large, softproofi ng is also 
limited to display printed signature at the same size.
During the IPA Color Proofi ng RoundUp Conference, June 
7-9, 2005 in Chicago, IL, the proof-to-print match was 
visually judged among 27 proofi ng systems with 7 systems 
being display-based. The results showed that judges 
ranked the softproofi ng system higher in comparison to 
hardcopy proofs (www.ipa.org, 2005).
3. Broadband data communication
Prepress houses traditionally made CMYK hardcopy 
digital proofs. They had to be delivered to advertisers 
for approval by courier services or via overnight FedEx. 
Broadband data communication, e.g., FTP and Internet, 
made softproofi ng possible at remote locations instantly 
with signifi cant cost savings.
In addition, Internet browsers are used to view thumbnail 
displays of color-managed images. Only the images of 
interest are compressed and transmitted for simultaneous 
viewing. Annotations and comments from the reviewing 
party are communicated in real time. Because of the 
ubiquitous nature of the Internet/World Wide Web 
technology, it benefi ts not only the remote and instant 
nature of softproofing, but also fast adoption of the 
technology around the world.
Where does softproofi ng go from 
here?
Softproofi ng, like any new technology, provides options. 
But is this a “must-have” technology? Where does it go 
from here? Let’s use the technology adoption curve to 
predict the softproofi ng trends.
The technology adoption curve is a theory that describes 
the rate of technology adoption over time. It starts with 
a slow innovation period and going through a rapid 
growth of early adoption, followed by signifi cant growth 
in the market, and then a gradual stabilization and 
fi nally a decline (Fig. 4). The technology adoption curve 
distinguishes the fi ve successive groups of adopters (Carr, 
2005):
(1) Innovators are enthusiasts who embrace technology 
for its own sake.
(2) Early adopters are visionary users who are willing 
to take risks and to reap the benefi ts.
(3) Early majority are pragmatic users who are looking 
for proven applications and see the advantages in the 
vertical market.
(4) Late majority are pragmatic users who believe in 
traditional technology and are reluctant to invest in 
new technology and
(5) Traditionalists or skeptics who do not believe in 
new technology and speak against the claims made 
by the new.
A few observations of technology adoption are worthy 
of mentioning in the context of softproofi ng. First, let us 
identify an early softproofi ng technology adopter. Time 
Inc. adopted the Computer-to-Plate (CTP) technology 
in 1997, and later, Portable Document Format (PDF) in 
1999. Time Inc. is now leading the softproofi ng adoption 
in the pressroom in North America. Currently, eight 
printing plants in North America have each installed 
no fewer than two softproofi ng systems and with a goal 
of 100% softproofi ng-based print production workfl ow 
(Lam, 2005). When advertising agencies began embracing 
softproofi ng and were pleased with it, Time Inc. knows the 
risk is no longer high and the reward can only be higher 
since there is no competition in the fi eld.
Ease of use and degree of comfort of the softproofi ng 
technology can make or break the path to early majority. 
We witnessed the reduced newspaper circulation as 
readers of younger generation receive news and events 
from watching display devices. Pressmen are accustomed 
to comparing press sheets to hardcopy proofs. The question 
is, “Will softproof be easier to use and as reliable as the 
hardcopy proofs in the pressroom?”
As technology matures, it eventually moves to the late 
majority stage. The increase in new users will be small as 
the technology adoption moves to the late majority stage. 
But the market may remain large until a new technology 
replaces it. A good example of a matured technology that 
lasted for over half a century and enjoyed a very long 
period of prosperity is the silver halide photography led 
by the Eastman Kodak Company. Of course, we all know 
what happened to fi lm-based photography when digital 
photography came along and became very affordable to 
the mass.
Given that there are a number of softproofi ng technologies 
available on the market and notable research and testing 
activities being conducted by industry associations and 
universities, it is safe to recognize that the softproofi ng era 
is dawning. To commemorate the arrival of the new era, 
“soft proofi ng” or “soft-proofi ng” should be recognized 
as a single word, i.e., softproofi ng.
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Fig. 4: Technology adoption curve
Softproofi ng in the pressroom
Realizing a faster rate of technology adoption is not a 
question of if, but when. It is a matter of focusing on user’s 
need and overcoming barriers. The user of softproofi ng 
technology includes all parties in the publication market, 
i.e., publishers, advertisers, prepress, and printers. At the 
end of the day, everyone wants matured technologies 
before his/her competition in order to realize cost 
savings.
To gain confi dence in using the softproofi ng technology 
and to lower the consequence of failure, it is strategic to 
provide training support to address users’ needs. These 
include (a) the understanding the importance of the 
reference printing condition, e.g., TR001; (b) instill process 
control to achieve repeatable color in the pressroom; 
and (c) manage the softproofing system correctly for 
predictable color.
When softproofi ng system is used correctly, the display 
will predict printed color. In other words, softproof is 
a quality assurance tool in the pressroom. It is there to 
provide added confi dence that things are done correctly. 
When pressmen love softproofi ng and cannot live without 
it, they become true believers of the technology and the 
technology adoption will permeate to the rest of the 
market.
When softproofi ng practices become wide spread in the 
printing industry, this represents a cultural change, i.e., 
for someone who once was a skeptic to becoming an avid 
user. Think about the adoption of cell phone in today’s 
society for a moment. Many young people rely on cell 
phones to tell time, to send text messages, and to address 
their daily communication needs at any place and any 
time. Because of the convenience and portability of the 
wireless technology, they no longer need landlines. It 
would be interesting to see how fast and to what extent 
print media communities adopt softproofi ng.
The other cultural change is the role of the customer at 
the printer’s plant. In the past, color proof represented 
the customer’s intent and the printer was asked to print 
to match the proof. It was critical for the customer to be 
at the printer’s plant to OK color at the time of printing. 
Today, we subscribe to print by numbers in proofi ng and 
in printing. Conformance to specifi cations replaces the 
need to have customer at the printer’s plant.
There is a lot to do in softproofi ng to move the rate of 
the technology adoption ahead. The accomplishment 
will require that technology providers and technology 
practitioners work together to achieve the common goal, 
i.e., making softproofi ng a preferred proofi ng media in 
the new imaging era.
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The writer entered the world of color science and 
color measurement systems through the door of 
spectrophotometers.
Early lessons
In the early 1980s I worked as a technical writer for 
the Analytical Products Division of Bausch & Lomb 
Incorporated (B&L), which produced spectrophotometers 
and diffraction gratings. My work focused on creating 
and revising user manuals and service manuals for 
Spectronic® spectrophotometers. This was a line of 
instruments sold worldwide that could be found in high 
school labs, university and industrial research facilities, 
and manufacturing plants.
Besides writing, that was a time of learning how to set up 
lighting during a photo shoot at the photography studio of 
B&L to get quality black and white photos illustrations in 
user and service manuals. It was a time of line drawings in 
pencil and then ink and being able to visualize line weight 
and quality in other than original size submitted by the 
illustrator so that lines would hold and the drawing would 
be readable in its fi nal size. I had prepared mechanicals 
prior to moving to Rochester, however I became very 
familiar with mechanical prep from the sheer volume that 
needed to be contracted out by the art director. This led 
to reading various types of proofs for my input on quality 
or for my sign-off. I also learned how to work with an 
award-winning in-house print shop. 
In 1983 when B&L decided to divest itself of its Instruments 
Group, I suddenly found myself in charge of producing 
manuals for nearly all of the products in all the Divisions 
in the Group. When the dust settled from acquisitions and 
buyouts, the Analytical Instruments Division had become 
part of Milton Roy Company. Technical Publications still 
dealt with spectrophotometers, but now also developed 
manuals for the DIANO® line of color measurement 
instruments. These instruments were used to check such 
applications as color of automotive paints and if camoufl age 
fabric and paint met government specifi cations. I was 
encouraged to take a course titled “Colorimetry: An 
Intensive Short Course for Industry” through the T& E 
Center of Rochester Institute of Technology. It was taught 
by the late Franc Grum who was Hunter Professor and 
headed the Munsell Color Science Laboratory at that time; 
Roy Berns, now Hunter Professor, was his assistant.
That was a time before students in the School of Print 
Media could take courses in color management systems 
or test targets. To have technical writers who could cope 
with the technology involved to produce user manuals that 
were easy to understand and work with, I hired freelancers 
who had knowledge of photography, and color science that 
accompanies that discipline. Two of the writers were RIT 
undergraduates majoring in photography and the third was 
a writer who had a strong working interest in photography 
and computers.
I wrote drafts on a CP/M-based Kaypro portable computer 
and saved fi les on 5 ¼-in. diskettes. This computer, about 
the size of a heavy, small suitcase, allowed us to take the 
computer into a test lab or on the manufacturing fl oor for 
hands-on work with an instrument as we continued to 
develop a manual that was required for a fi rst shipment 
of an instrument. In this situation to meet a ship date, a 
master printout went to a copy service for copies to be 
delivered with covers and bound with plastic binding 
strips. Otherwise conventional printing was used.
My desk references were Billmeyer and Saltzman (1981), 
Principles of Color Technology;  the Federation of Societies 
for Coating Technology (1981) Glossary of Color Terms; 
Kueppers (translated by Marcinik, 1980), The Basic 
Law of Color Theory; Munsell (1981) A Color Notation; 
the workbook from RIT’s short course; and numerous 
copies of relevant articles. Tracking down information or 
checking facts was very time-consuming; this was before 
the convenience of the World Wide Web and search 
engines, before the existence of the International Color 
Consortium, and before the numerous partnerships and 
working relationships among professional groups. China 
was just opening up and we would listen with wonder 
and sometime disbelief at the stories the “Road Warriors” 
of that time would tell about their experiences of doing 
business in China. 
I worked on the operator’s manual for Benjamin Moore’s 
fi rst paint matching system. I recall my experience at 
Mayers, a Rochester neighborhood hardware store with a 
phenomenal woman in the paint department who mixed 
and matched paints. “Faith the Paint Lady,” as she was 
known to everyone who wanted a good color match, 
was very pleased that the store had brought in the color 
matching system because it enabled her to do more work 
and she no longer felt tired at the end of the day—exactly 
why such systems were developed!
A look at today
Today, Billmeyer and Saltzman (2000) is still a standard 
desk reference, but it now carries the editor’s name, Roy S. 
Berns. Text books such as Sharma’s Understanding Color 
Management (2004), used in courses given by the School 
of Print Media, have joined my collection. Paper-based 
mechanicals may be a passing reference in a textbook 
and the term mechanical artist is no longer used because 
the function is now part of Prepress. Technical writers and 
editors have to be adept with using the computer, various 
types of application programs, and printers because in 
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some instances, they are responsible for functions that 
were once handled by the mechanical artist and other job 
positions now folded into Prepress due to technological 
changes.
Just as E-mail documents have evolved to become 
recognized as legal business documents by the government 
and therefore accepted by us as legitimate, so is the 
journey to acceptance of softproofi ng, the term as well 
as the reality of its convenience and accuracy. The 
improvement and advancement of technology that involve 
color science, colorimetry, and color management systems 
are at times overwhelming but always exciting when I 
think of possibilities. 
When I am more reflective, I recall W. D. Wright’s 
comment from Twelve ‘Columns’ About Colour (n.d., 
reprinted privately by author) about his Chinese “grand-
student.” A student writing to Wright on behalf of her 
teacher Wen-Ying Jin explained in a letter to Wright 
that a Chinese custom required that a teacher’s teacher 
respectfully be called “grand-teacher,” so she thought of 
herself as Wright’s ‘grand-student.’  I like to think that I 
too can claim many such relationships when I think of 
all of the teachers I have had over the years and those I 
continue to learn from today. 
Technical writing as a course or part of a course, is not 
a topic that students usually remember while they are 
still in school. I do not expect anyone to note that I am 
part of his or her writing genealogy.  However, I am 
pleased to think that perhaps the editorial skills students 
acquire by applying the concepts and techniques of 
clear communication in a publication like Test Targets 
will continue to be refi ned as they continue to write and 
publish.   
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Abstract
This study examines the application of ICC device 
link profi ling software to alleviate the pressroom from 
printability issues that are caused by the colorimetric 
conversions that take place in the profi le connection 
space (PCS). Link profi ling directly links the source and 
destination profi les, so that the ink purity is maintained. 
Color conversion with link profi ling (link conversion) 
is not as accurate colorimetrically  as color conversion 
through the PCS (PCS conversion), but it is questionable 
whether the degree of inaccuracy is signifi cant. 
The two conversion methods were tested using two 
different rendering intents and they were quantitatively 
and qualitatively evaluated. In terms of ∆E, there were 
no differences between the two conversion methods that 
were perceptually or quantitatively signifi cant.
Introduction
An ICC device link profi le is not a typical profi le; it is a 
direct link between the source and the destination profi le 
that is saved as a separate fi le, which is applied to an 
image and converts it permanently. Direct linking from 
one CMYK workfl ow to another CMYK implies that the 
conversion doesn’t occur through the PCS. This allows the 
purity of the inks to be preserved, because the color is not 
converted from a 4-component color space (CMYK) to a 
3-component color space (i.e., CIELAB) and then again 
to a 4-component color space.
This CMYK->CIELAB->CMYK conversion may cause 
printability issues on the press. These may be encountered 
on pure black text or line art that when converted to 
CMYK may be diffi cult to achieve optimum registration, 
or it can produce unsharp borders, or even require 
more ink to be put on paper. However, these printability 
features may come with a compromise at the quality 
of the reproduction, since link conversion is not as 
colorimetrically accurate as PCS conversion. 
The research question that is addressed in this study is 
whether the alteration of the CIELAB values achieved by 
preserving the ink purity results in colorimetric inaccuracy 
that is detrimental to the quality of the reproduction.
Device link profi ling software packages may offer different 
features, and features such as preservation of ink purity 
may not be included. Their inclusion in the software 
resides with the software developer.
Literature review
Device link profiles are included in ICC.1:2004-10 
Specifi cation (profi le version 4.2.0.0) as a separate profi le 
type that “contains a pre-evaluated transform that cannot 
be undone, which represents a one-way link or connection 
between devices.” It is a profi le type that does not contain 
the mediaWhitePointTag and the chromaticAdaptationTag, 
because it performs a direct conversion from source to 
destination. The digital values of the transformation are 
stored in the AToB0Tag and based on the sequence of 
the profi les that serve as source and destination they are 
applied to an image, evoked either directly by application 
software, or through plug-ins.
A publication of the European Colour Initiative (ECI, 2001) 
states that “the result of the ICC-color transformation is 
that the pure process colors C, M, Y, and K are no longer 
made up of just themselves but contain small proportions 
of the other process colors. This effect is desired because 
the proofi ng system should simulate the colors of the 
production print as well as possible with its own...” so 
that “the CIELAB-values of the proof are identical to those 
of the print”.
The contamination of the primary process color is achieved 
by the introduction of “scum dots”. Scum dots are halftone 
dots of the secondary or tertiary process colors at a dot 
area of roughly 5%, or even less, that compensate for the 
differences in the white point of the paper or in the ink 
formulation. Their function is to minimize the ∆E between 
the source and destination, and thus achieve colorimetric 
accuracy. It should be mentioned that the accuracy 
depends on the ability of the screening device to create 
dot areas of less than 5%. If this cannot be accomplished, 
then either scum dots may be larger than the amount 
required to achieve colorimetric accuracy, or they might 
not be able to be screened.
There is distinction between scumming and ‘scum dots’. 
Traditionally, scumming is considered to be unwanted 
inking in the non-image area of the print. However, 
scumming has no relevance to the concept of scum dots 
that is addressed in this paper. In this case, scum dots do 
not occur on the printing press as an artifact, but they 
are introduced during the colorimetric conversion in the 
digital fi le. As such, they serve a purpose that is justifi ed by 
the colorimetric theory and whether they are desirable or 
not is a matter of balancing between colorimetric accuracy 
and printability.
Don Hutcheson reports another explanation of scum dots. 
According to the GRACoL Setup Guide (2005), scum dots 
are attributed to a weakness of the ICC profi le structure: 
“an ICC profi le can only accept positive dot percentage 
values between 0 and 100%, which means the CMM 
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cannot accurately interpolate exact 0 or 100% values 
when they do not fall exactly on one of the real coordinates 
of the profi les”. Furthermore, Hutcheson mentions that the 
solution offered by link profi ling software may provide 
colorimetric inaccuracies. Apart from link profiling 
there isn’t a solution at the user level. Profi ling software 
developers may compress the CMYK values stored in the 
PCS-Device lookup table, and then expand these values 
in the 1-D output lookup tables, thus allowing a much 
more accurate interpolation.
Another reference to the same issue was made by Luke 
Wallis (2005) of Apple in ICC DevCon ‘05. Wallis mentions 
that in ICC v2 profi les there was a rounding error during 
the conversion from PCS to Device. The problem was 
located in the ambiguous defi nition of the 16-bit L*a*b* 
encoding, that did not use the full range of values and it 
required unusual scaling from 8-bit to 16-bit.
A report titled Device Link Profi les: Repurposing CMYK 
published in 2005 by Ben Star of Progressive Color Media 
LLC, evaluates various device link profiling software 
applications that are in the market. The tests for ink purity 
and colorimetric accuracy deal with the same variables 
that will be tested in this study.
Finally, it should be noted that link profi ling software is 
provided either as a stand-alone package, or it is included 
in profi ling software packages.
Equipment & materials
The proofi ng device used was Kodak Approval NX. The 
computer platform was Apple G4, running on MacOSX, 
and Adobe CS was used for writing the report, preparing 
the graphs and the screenshots, as well as for measuring 
the digital pixel values of various color patches. The test 
targets used for the creation of the proofer profi le were 
the IT8.7/3 Full and the IT8.7/3 Basic data set. These 
were measured on Spectrolino & Spectroscan with white 
backing, using Profi leMaker5 from GretagMacbeth.
The device link profi les were created with Alwan Link 
Profi ler, version 1.8. The paper used in the experiments 
was Tembec 60# Delta Brite Gloss, same as the paper used 
in the 2004 Test Targets publication. Microsoft Excel was 
used for the creation of the graphs and plotting of data and 
ColorThink and ColorPursuit were useful in determining 
the gamut boundaries of the proofer and the printer.
Objectives
A two-fold approach was used to investigate the impact 
of ‘scum dot’ removal when rendering from a source 
CMYK to its reproduction. The evaluation will be based 
on colorimetric accuracy (Objective A: Quantitative 
approach) and paired comparison survey (Objective B: 
Qualitative approach).
Methodology
A link profi ling conversion from CMYK-to-CMYK will be 
tested against a Mode-Convert to Profi le... conversion from 
CMYK-to-PCS-to-CMYK. The link profi ling software to be 
used will be Link Profi ler v1.8 and the main application 
will be Adobe’s Photoshop CS. The conversions will be 
performed with the absolute colorimetric rendering intent 
and the perceptual rendering intent. The test target and 
reference image will be IT8.7/3 and “three musicians 
(N7A),” as printed in Test Targets 4.0.
In the fi rst case, the legacy image with the Sunday2000_
AM(033) profi le will be converted to the output device’s 
profi le, KodakApprov_2_12_05.icc, by PCS conversion. 
In the second case, the reference will be converted to 
KodakApprov_2_12_05.icc, by link conversion. Then, the 
images will be evaluated with regard to their matching to 
the reference. There will be a qualitative evaluation with 
a paired comparison survey and a quantitative one using 
CRF curves and an a*b* plot.
Preparation 
A profile for the proofer was created by printing the 
IT8.7/3 full data set with the same substrate that was 
used in the Test Target v4.0 publication. The profi le was 
ICC version 2.
The gamut of the proofer profi le was plotted against the 
gamut of the profi le of the press to fi nd out if there would 
be any bias based on the capabilities of the two printers. 
It was found that the Sunday profi le had a slightly higher 
density and larger gamut mainly at the yellow, as seen 
from the snapshot taken from ColorThink (Fig. 1 & Fig. 2). 
It can be seen that the Kodak Approval does not match 
the entire gamut of the Sunday2000. This might mean 
that the proofi ng device is not able to reproduce the full 
range of colors of the Sunday2000 and that would be a 
bias to the experiment. 
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Fig. 1: Comparing color gamuts. The multicolor line is the 
profi le of the Sunday and the red is the Approval’s profi le.
Dv Dc Dm Dy
Kodak Approval 0.74 1.31 0.47 0.24
Sunday2000_AM(033) 0.7 1.25 0.42 0.22
Kodak Approval 0.73 0.25 1.41 0.73
Sunday2000_AM(033) 0.66 0.28 1.43 0.77
Kodak Approval 0.14 0.11 0.17 0.84
Sunday2000_AM(033) 0.14 0.11 0.16 0.99
Kodak Approval 1.57 1.63 1.58 1.56
Sunday2000_AM(033) 1.55 1.52 1.58 1.64
Fig. 2: Comparing color gamuts. The solid ink densities of 
the two profi les are recorded.
Assign ICC custom CMYK profile










Assign Profile KodakApprov_2 12 05.icc
Adobe Photoshop
Image-> Mode-> Convert to Profile...
CMYK to CMYK
Source Space: Sunday2000_AM(033).icc
Destination Space: KodakApprov_2 12 
05.icc
Engine: Apple CMM
\Black Point Comp.: Unchecked
Dither: Unchecked
Open CMYK legacy image in Photoshop
Open IT8.7/3 target in Photoshop
Intents: two conversion methods were 
used, one for  each rendering intent










Input Color Space: Sunday2000_AM(033).icc
Destination Prof. :KodakApprov_2 12 05.icc
Kmax: 98% • TAC: 219% • Kstart at 46%
Preserve Black Channel
Primary & Secondary colors ink purity
Check 100% solid colors
Check 400% reg. marks
Uncheck Black Point compensation
Max DVL: 17
Max target error 0,5 DE CIELAB
Prof. out of gamut colors map.: 8/11 max
Input/Destination Color Space & Parameters
Intents: two link profiles were created, one for  
each rendering intent















CMYK Working Space: Sunday2000_AM(033)
Flow diagram: Experimental procedure outline
If we view the images through ColorPursuit (Fig. 3) it can be 
seen that the only affected color is the yellow. ColorPursuit 
simulates the rendering between the reference image and 
either PCS conversion or link conversion. If the difference 
exceeds the tolerances, based on ∆E, then these colors 
appear orange. Signifi cant color differences (>14 ∆E) are 
found only on the yellow necklace of the right musician, 
and they represent such a small proportion of the image 
that they do not bias the overall evaluation. A bias would 
have been if the yellow dress of the left musician appeared 
orange in ColorPursuit. The tolerance values appear on 
the bars in Fig. 2.
Then, the CMYK images (“Three Musicians” and IT8.7/3) 
were opened in Photoshop and were assigned to 
Sunday2000_AM(033).
The images were converted to KodakApprov_2_12_05.icc 
by Mode - Convert to Profi le... in Photoshop. The profi le 
was applied to the reference images once with perceptual 
and once with absolute colorimetric intent. The images 
were saved with names indicating the mode of conversion 
and the selected intent. Black point compensation was 
unchecked. 
Then, LinkProfi ler v1.8 was launched and two link profi les 
were generated, one for each rendering intent. The settings 
are seen in the procedural diagram and Figs. 4-8.
In the link profi le the preservation of the primary and 
the secondary colors ink purity was selected, as well 
as the option ‘Preserve Black Channel’. The profi le was 
then saved at the profiles folder. Then, the reference 
image was opened in Photoshop and the linked profi le 
was applied using the “Filter-Alwan Color Expertise 
- DeviceLinkProfi le...” plug-in. One important note is 
that the Destination Color space in LinkProfi ler is not 
tagged automatically to the image after the conversion. It 
is required from the user to assign the profi le by “Mode-
Assign Profi le...”.
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Fig. 4: Black channel settings for Link Profi ler 
(Absolute)
Fig. 8: Settings for link profiler conversion 
(Perceptual). Other tabs same as Absolute
Fig. 7: Settings for ∆E and precision of gamut 
mapping
Fig. 5: Preservation of primary and secondary 
ink purity
Fig. 6: Choice of rendering intent without BPC
Fig. 3: Comparing color gamuts. Color Pursuit calculates 
the ∆E between the reference image and the two sample 
images. The orange areas have ∆Es of 14 and 16.3 for link 
conversion (left) and PCS conversion (right) respectively. 
It can be seen that differences appear mostly on high 
chroma yellow areas.
Objective A. Quantitative assessment
Methodology
The printability features of the device link profi le will 
be tested by observing the halftone dot pattern using 
microphotographs of the reproduction and by measuring 
the digital color values in Photoshop.
1. Ink purity
First, the IT8.7/3 form was opened in Photoshop and the 
CMYK and LAB values of selected patches were calculated 
by the point sampler tool. It was observed that the SIDs 
were preserved when the device link profi les were used. 
For example,  in Fig. 9 it can be observed that K (point 
sampler #3) and M (p.sampler #1), which both have 
values of 100% in the reference, are maintained pure 
with the link profi le, while they are contaminated with 
the PCS conversion. The same is true for secondary ink 
purity, where G (p.sampler#4) is pure in the one case and 
contaminated in the other. The scum dots are observed 
at point sampler #1, where 100% is converted to 99%M 
and it is contaminated with 6%C and 5%Y. The same is 
true for the green overprint (#4). Point sampler #2 displays 
how the 100% K only black channel was converted to 
CMYK. This is where printability problems might occur; 
consider that TAC is 100% in the fi rst case and 326% in 
the second.
In other words, the black channel is preserved, as well as 
the primary and secondary ink purity.
When observing the CIELAB values, it can be seen (Fig. 
10) that in order for a single color dimension to be kept 
pure, the other dimensions of the color space should be 
decreased. For example, in the CIELAB values for the #4 
(green overprint) it is seen that -a* is decreased (more 
green), while the L* remains constant and the b* decreases 
to prohibit contamination with yellow. On the other 
hand, the same patch reproduced with PCS conversion 
has CIELAB values that are less straightforward towards 
preserving -a*.
The CIELAB values are different from the reference, but 
that is necessary for colorimetric accuracy to be achieved. 
Moreover, the CIELAB values of the PCS conversion 
have a smaller ∆E (4.1) than those of the link conversion 
(7.0). Similar results were observed when the perceptual 
rendering intent was used.
Finally, by using the microphotographic equipment of 
Printing Applications Laboratory in RIT the following 
images, shown in Fig. 11, of the IT8.7/3 patches were 
obtained, showing the contamination in the PCS 
conversion and the purity in the link conversion.
Overall, it is clear that the contamination affects the entire 
tonal reproduction range and it is not restricted only on 
the white point or the high L* values. This indicates that 
the contamination occurs globally, due to the structure 
of the profi le.  However, we need to test whether PCS 
conversion indeed is more colorimetrically accurate, and 
whether contamination is effected on purpose. 
2. Cumulative frequency curves
The Cumulative Frequency Curve (CRF) is plotted in order 
to determine the degree of color matching between the 
reference and the proof. The ∆Es of the CIELAB values in 
Fig. 12 are slightly off the boundaries of the fair match in 
terms of matching the reference. Their ∆E at the median 
is 2.5, just 0.5 larger than the fair match boundary, and 
less than the printing validation boundary (Chung, 2001). 
This means that both reproductions are of high quality. 
Moreover, they are almost identical in terms of ∆E with 
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Fig. 10: The CIELAB values 
for the reference file (top 
left) observed with the LAB 
values for the device link 
profi ler (top right) and PCS 
conversion (bottom left).
Fig. 9: Ink Purity: link conversion (left) & PCS conversion 
(right)
Fig. 11: Ink Purity: The microphotographs show 
the pure reproductions from link conversions in 
the front and the contaminated reproductions from 
PCS conversion on the back. Notice the small 
dots on the PCS conversion that are referred to 
as ‘scum dots’. The two upper microphotographs 
are the red overprint and the 100% K. The lower 
microphotographs are the C, M reproductions at a 
certain halftone (30%). The white point of the paper 
is the same.
each other. This was confirmed by the results of the 
qualitative analysis that follows.
Another observation is that the reproductions with the 
perceptual intent have a ∆E difference from the absolute 
curves of 1.5 at the median, and much more at the higher 
percentiles. It could be said that the link profi le has a 
lower ∆E in this area because it provides a more direct 
target value than by going through the PCS.
Moreover, the ∆E difference between the LinkProfi ler 
absolute and perceptual rendering intents is less than the 
one between the PCS Conversion. A possible explanation 
is that the control of the primary colors exercised by link 
profi ling software does not allow for great ∆E differences, 
since the primary dimension is reproduced with a 
preference to maintain its purity.
3. Color gamut and hue
The quantitative analysis ends with a plot of the color 
gamuts and the hues of the primary and secondary colors. 
As it can be seen from Fig. 13, the gamut boundaries 
of the link profile absolute conversion and  the PCS 
absolute conversion are very close to the reference. This 
results in reproductions that match fairly well, regardless 
of the in-gamut colors. However, as seen from the hue 
lines, the hues for the link profi le are directed straight 
towards the higher chroma values, whereas those of the 
PCS conversion (especially red and green overprints) are 
curved, most likely due to trapping. Notice that the overall 
colorimetric difference of the link conversion, as seen in 
the CRF curves, does not show the difference in reds and 
greens due to averaging of the entire gamut.
Link profiling reduces the hue shift substantially by 
maintaining the purity of the inks. In the same time it 
achieves more saturated colors by slightly expanding 
the color gamut. It can be seen that the a*b* plot of the 
link conversion exceeds both the gamut boundary of the 
reference and of the PCS conversion.
Discussion
The quantitative analysis showed that there is no signifi cant 
difference in the ∆Es of the two conversion methods, either 
with the absolute colorimetric or the perceptual intent. 
The printability features of certain device link profi les are 
indeed able to preserve the wanted values. The fact that 
the ∆Es of the CRF curves are matching so closely implies 
that the colorimetric accuracy of the two methods is not 
























Fig. 13: a*b* plot: The a*b* plot allows a graphic 
representation of the hues of each of the primaries and 
secondary colors, and plots the gamut boundaries in order 
to observe whether they match or not. The PCS conversion 
provides a closer colorimetric match to the reference than 
link conversion, as it can be seen from the two lines that 
fall close together. Link profi ling, by taking out the scum 
dots, achieves a straight line towards the gamut boundary. 
Moreover, link profi ling achieves a bigger gamut, exceeding 
the boundaries of the reference.























Fair Match Printing Validation 
Mode Conv. Link Prof. Mode Conv. Link Prof.
Max 13.80 11.04 8.77 8.09
Min 0.80 0.41 0.31 0.78
Median 4.12 3.75 2.49 2.61






Fig. 12: Cumulative Frequency Curve (CRF): The CRF 
curves calculate the cumulative frequencies of ∆Es. The 
farther to the right the curve is plotted, the more the 
∆E. It can be seen that the ∆Es of the reproductions are 
plotted against the Fair Match and Printing Validation 
boundaries, as they were established by Chung & 
Shimamura in 2001. The reproductions with absolute 
intent fall within the acceptable limits, but those with 
perceptual are not so colorimetrically accurate with 
relation to the reference; still, the difference in the two 
conversion methods when using the perceptual intent 
is small (almost 1.0 ∆E).
The a*b* plot reveals that the elimination of scum dots 
at high chroma values can achieve a higher gamut and a 
more constant hue angle.
If the qualitative study confi rms that the colorimetric 
differences are not perceptible, then link profi ling software 
is indeed providing printability features without any 
compromise in the quality of the reproduction. It could 
even be argued that it has advantages based on the ability 
to preserve the purity of the hue.
Objective B. Qualitative assessment 
Methodology
The qualitative method applied in this experiment was 
paired comparison, and particularly the statistical method 
of evaluating subjective judgements, as it was developed 
by Professor Albert Rickmers.
The four reproductions of the “three musicians” and the 
legacy image were framed with a neutral background 
and they were presented under D50 light booth to 10 
individuals. Each observer had to make 6 observations 
N=(4*3)/2. The viewing distance was specifi ed at 50 cm 
from the images. The images were presented in pairs 
of two and the sequence and order of the pairs was 
randomized to avoid any patterns in the responses. The 
observers were asked which reproduction matched closer 
the legacy image. Samples from the images are shown in 
Fig. 14. The results were collected and plotted in Excel.
The evaluation of the responses was done statistically, 
by calculating the consistency of the judges and the 
results. If a judge were found to be inconsistent, in that 
he or she preferred reproduction A to reproduction B, 
and reproduction B to reproduction C, but also preferred 
reproduction C to reproduction A, then that judge would 
be eliminated (Fig. 15). 
After all the inconsistent judges have been determined 
and eliminated, the reproduction that the consistent 
judges chose as being closer to the reference was selected. 
However, the consistent judges must display agreement 
in their selection of the best reproduction in order for 
the results to have any statistical signifi cance. As such, 
it is calculated whether there is correlation among the 
preferences of the consistent judges. A high correlation 
factor (R>70%) would mean that the judges strongly agree 
that the ranking of the prints is the one that is shown by the 
results. The lowest the correlation, the lowest the amount 
of agreement among the judges. When the correlation has 
been established, the fi nal test is whether the difference 
among the prints is signifi cant.
Results
In the paired comparison performed for this experiment 
the results were as follows:
1. Ranking:  1st- Perceptual, Link conversion.
  2nd- Absolute, Link conversion.
  3rd- Absolute, PCS conversion.
  4th- Perceptual, PCS conversion
2. Half of the judges were inconsistent. This does not 
mean necessarily that these judges were uneducated, 
biased, or inappropriate to judge. Rather, it might imply 
that there is no real difference among the prints, not a 
single variable that would determine difference in the 
reproduction quality. This is the most likely reason for 
their inconsistency. The judges were all students of the 
School of Print Media with adequate technical education 
to recognize a good and a bad reproduction. However, 
most of them spent considerable time trying to determine 
the best reproduction in a given pair. This meant that there 
was not an apparent difference.
3. The correlation was indeed very low, R=0.16. This 
low result means that the judges do not agree among 
themselves.
4. No print was found to be really different from any 
other print.
Discussion
No perceptual difference was found among the compared 
prints. 
The pair that was the most problematic in determining a 
difference was the absolute intent with link conversion 
and PCS conversion. This confi rms with the CRF curves 
that have a difference of 0.12 ∆E at the 50%tile, which is 
not colorimetrically signifi cant.
The time that each observer needed to complete the 
paired comparison was not measured systematically, as 
it would not affect the evaluation of the results. However, 
it was  observed that several observers needed up to 20 
minutes to complete their judgements. This was due to 
the diffi culty in making comparisons, indicating that the 
reproductions were indeed very similar. Again, the pair 
that was most diffi cult to judge was the one with rendered 
with absolute intent with link and PCS conversion.




Fig. 15: Triad. The fact that A is better than B, but worst 
than C, whilst B is better than C is illogical. As such, 
the judge is eliminated.
Fig. 14: Visual comparison link conversion (left) & PCS 
conversion  (right). Absolute rendering intent.
Conclusion
The results of the qualitative support the fi ndings of the 
quantitative experiment. 
There is no significant difference between the two 
conversion methods. 
As such, device link profiling augments printability 
without any compromise on the colorimetric accuracy.
Suggestions for further study
1. Include testing with reproductions that have discrete 
elements (i.e., a specific hue) so that the judgement 
criteria of the judges would be narrowed down. This might 
provide more consistency.
2. Reproduce high-resolution images to test whether link 
profi ling performs well with fi ner screening.
3. Link profi les from different processes, like fl exography 
and offset, with different gamuts and different ink 
formulations to challenge colorimetric accuracy.
4. Test other link profi ling software and see the performance 
of profi les. Especially, test v4 profi les, to see if there is any 
improvement from v2 profi les in terms of their structure.
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Abstract
A description of the effects of selecting the black point 
compensation (BPC) option in Photoshop is presented. 
Images and test targets were converted from RGB to CMYK 
using media-relative colorimetric intent, with and without 
BPC. The differences in color mapping are exhibited and 
analyzed using L*C* charts. Enabling the BPC option is 
recommended to maintain shadow detail. In this specifi c 
test, the perceptual rendering intent proved to offer 
practically the same results as the BPC option.
Introduction
Within the advanced color settings in Photoshop, the user 
can select an option called “Black Point Compensation” 
(BPC). Under media-relative colorimetric intent, this 
option affects the way Photoshop displays and works with 
colors and also affects color conversions which are critical 
for color reproduction in the graphic arts.
Many times the user is not sure if the correct procedure 
is to select this option. The question of how enabling 
BPC affects the fi nal output of an image always arises. 
Fig. 1 & Fig. 2 represent the same image processed from 
RGB to CMYK using media-colorimetric intent. The only 
difference between them is that Fig. 1 has no BPC and Fig. 
2 has BPC. This specifi c image shows some divergence. 
First, the dark browns in the sculpture are fl atten and 
mostly lost in Fig. 1, while Fig. 2 does a much better job on 
the shadow detail. Fig. 2 looks slightly lighter in general. 
Fig. 2 also presents some apparent chroma shifts in the 
green forest and brown sculpture. Therefore, the action 
of enabling the BPC option does create some perceived 
differences in the fi nal colors.
The same image was processed a third time using the 
perceptual rendering intent (Fig. 3). Interestingly, the 
differences between Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 are very slight and 
almost not perceivable.
This paper will describe in detail how the BPC option 
works, its drawbacks, and recommend on its use.
Literature review
Not much has been written on the BPC option. However, 
when the topic is discussed by users confusion reigns.
According to the Help menu in Photoshop (Adobe, 2003), 
the use of BPC will enable the color conversion to map 
the full dynamic range of the source space to the full 
dynamic range of the destination space and selecting the 
BPC option is highly recommended.
The book Real World Color Management (2005, p.356) 
also has some explanations on this option. It states that the 
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Fig. 1: Media-relative colorimetric intent without BPC
Fig. 2: Media-relative colorimetric intent with BPC
Fig. 3: Perceptual intent
use of BPC prevents loss of shadow detail when the colors 
in the source space that are darker than the destination 
black are clipped to black.
Lars Borg from Adobe states that BPC adjusts for differences 
in the black points of color spaces during color conversion. 
When BPC is enabled, luminance black of source is 
mapped to luminance black of destination (Borg, 2004).
It is clear that the idea is to use the whole dynamic range 
of destination space and to adjust for differences in the 
black points. Two situations may be considered: a) the 
source space is larger than destination space, b) the source 
space is smaller that destination space. 
The first case represents the common RGB to CMYK 
conversion used in graphic arts and will be the focus of 
the paper. Here, the dynamic range of the destination 
space is much smaller than the source space and the black 
point is lighter. The second case is not recommended 
under graphic arts workfl ows and usually only occurs 
during proofi ng. For proofi ng the absolute colorimetric 
intent, which by defi nition has no black compensation, 
is recommended. The second case will not be discussed 
in this paper.
Under case a), the full dynamic range of the destination 
space is used entirely since it is smaller. The difference 
when BPC is enabled is the way the dynamic range is 
used and how the out of gamut colors are mapped. Fig. 4 
shows that any color in the source space that is darker than 
the black point of the destination space will be clustered 
directly to the destination black point when BPC is not 
used (red arrows) (Fig. 4). This produces a lost of shadow 
detail since an important part of the shadow information 
is lost. When BPC is enabled, only the black point of the 
source is mapped to the black point of the destination 
and all other colors are adjusted to lighter positions to 
maintain their color information (blue arrows). Therefore, 
conceptually BPC is an adjustment of the differences in L* 
between two color spaces with the objective to maintain 
shadow detail. The expectation is that this is achieved 
without any signifi cant effect on chroma and hue.
Equipment & materials
This report was created using Adobe’s Creative Suite, 
Microsoft Excel, and Matlab7. The Color Charting 
Tools, created by Franz Sigg, were used to graphically 
depict the color charts. The test target that was used was 
GretagMacbeth’s RGB Testchart version 2.88. The ICC-
profi les were Adobe RGB (1998) and U.S. Web Coated 
(SWOP) v2.
Objectives
• Understand the effect of enabling the BPC option during 
color conversion
• Determine if the color difference when the BPC option 
is enabled is signifi cant
• Determine in which cases the BPC option should and 
shouldn’t be used and if the same effect may be achieved 
with the perceptual rendering intent
Methodology
The experimental procedure involves color conversions 
from RGB to CMYK and then back to CIELAB in order to 
analyze the data in a device independent color space. The 
steps of the procedure are described below:
Open the GretagMacbeth RGB test target in Photoshop 
and assign the Adobe RGB (1998) profi le. Duplicate the 
target and convert to LAB using absolute colorimetric 
intent. This will provide the reference point defi ned in 
LAB.
Make two more duplicates of the original RGB target and 
convert to CMYK using SWOP as the profi le and  media- 
relative colorimetric intent. In one case enable the BPC 
option and in the other case don’t. Convert both CMYK 
targets back to LAB using the absolute colorimetric intent. 
Both fi les will represent the end points defi ned in LAB. 
Last, make a third duplicate and convert to CMYK using 
the SWOP profi le and the perceptual intent. Save all the 
fi les as uncompressed Tiff fi les in LAB mode.
A function in Matlab7 was developed for this project (see 
appendix). The function reads one pixel of every patch of 
a test chart defi ned as a Tiff fi le in LAB mode and creates 
a color list in Excel. Four color lists were derived from the 
Tiff fi les saved in the previous steps. Franz Sigg’s charting 
tools were then used to present all the results in graphical 
manner.
Results
The fi rst results represent the color mapping from Adobe 
RGB (1998) to SWOP using media-relative colorimetric 
intent without BPC. Fig. 5 shows how the darker colors 
in the source space are clustered to the black point in the 
destination space with the lost of shadow detail.
When BPC is enabled, all colors near the black point are 
shifted to lighter positions. Fig. 6 displays this effect. See 
how the colors near the black point are dispersed and 
not clustered. 
The BPC option maintains color information in the 
shadows; therefore it is recommended for images with 
high shadow content. 
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Fig. 4: Conceptual L*C* Chart of RGB to CMYK 
Conversion
Another way to compare the results is to analyze the 
differences between both end points in the destination 
space. This type of analysis focuses only on the differences 
in the color rendering in the destination space and gives 
an idea of the specifi c effect related to the use of BPC. 
Fig. 7 shows how the neutral colors are shifted towards 
lighter positions but their chroma is maintained as was 
predicted. However the non-neutral dark colors like the 
purples present a large shift towards higher chroma along 
the gamut boundary.
Non-neutral lighter colors also shift in chroma but in 
this case towards less chromatic positions. Defi nitely in 
the non-neutral colors a chroma shift occurs when BPC 
is enabled and this effect needs to be considered when 
converting images.
Fig. 8 shows that the hue angle is kept constant when BPC 
is enabled, however the chroma shift is signifi cant in many 
colors (including light and dark colors). The reason of the 
shift in chroma when adjusting the lightness may be due to 
the process used by Adobe for the BPC conversion. Adobe 
deals with BPC as a separate color conversion and uses a 
color spaced called ‘Black Point Mapping Space’ for this 
transformation. This space is an extended-gamut fl at XYZ 
space and its use might create the chroma shifts seen in 
the LAB space (Borg, 2004).
The recommendation here is to be aware that BPC affects 
the chroma of non-neutral colors. If the image that is going 
to be processed has low shadow content, the BPC option 
should not be used in order to preserve the chroma of the 
midtones and highlights.
To determine the signifi cance of the color difference when 
using BPC, the ∆E00 was calculated for all the colors in 
the test chart. Fig. 9 represents the cumulative relative 
frequency (CRF) curve of all the  ∆E00. 90 percentile of the 
colors have a ∆E00 of less than 3. However, some of the 
darker colors had ∆E00 values from 5 to 8. 
The CRF curve shows that most colors will not be 
signifi cantly changed due the use of BPC. However if the 
image contains a high proportion of darker colors, a color 
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Fig. 5: Adobe RGB (1998) to SWOP with media-
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Fig. 6: Adobe RGB (1998) to SWOP with media-
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Fig. 7: SWOP media-relative with and without BPC
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Fig. 8: Hue angle vs. Chroma
Due to the similarities of the images processed with 
media-relative and BPC (Fig. 2) and perceptual (Fig. 3) 
intent, an additional comparison was done using the 
L*C* chart. Fig. 10 shows the color differences between 
both cases. The ICC indicates that the perceptual intent 
is vendor specifi c, meaning that it will vary depending 
on the profi le maker software (ICC, 2004). Therefore 
the results presented here apply to this specifi c test and 
caution should be used when generalizing. 
Fig. 10 shows how nicely all the near-neutral color are 
rendered on top of one another and present basically 
no differences at all. This indicates that the perceptual 
rendering is doing its own BPC to adjust for differences 
between the color spaces. However, the mapping is not 
the same for lighter chromatic color. In the midtones and 
highlights,  the perceptual intent renders less chromatic 
colors and images might appear less colorful.
The ∆E00 was also plotted for this case to analyze the 
signifi cance of the color differences. Fig. 11 shows that 90 
percentile of the colors fall below a ∆E00 of 2 and almost 
all under 3. Another interesting fi nding is that the color 
difference does not occur on the dark colors and only a 
slight color difference is seen for chromatic colors. An 
overall ∆E00 of 3 is considered not visible under normal 
color matching of images and in practical terms the color 
rendering was almost identical.
The fi ndings can be described in a simpler (less precise) 
way, but easier to remember and apply. The BPC can be 
understood as a relative black conversion. Therefore, the 
perceptual intent can be interpreted as relative white 
and relative black; the media-relative colorimetric intent 
as relative white and absolute black; and the absolute 
colorimetric intent as absolute white and absolute black 
(Holmegaard, 2001). When the BPC is enabled under 
the media-relative colorimetric intent, the fi nal result is 
relative white and relative black; in practical terms the 
same as perceptual.
Conclusion
When BPC is enabled under the media-relative colorimetric 
intent, Adobe creates an additional color conversion that 
adjusts for differences in the black point. Dark colors are 
shifted towards lighter areas of the destination space to 
maintain shadow detail. However, certain colors result 
in chroma shifts due to this transformation. In general, 
the BPC option is recommended for images with high 
shadow content.
Color differences were determined using ∆E00. The results 
indicate that most colors do not suffer signifi cant color 
changes (∆E00 less than 3) when the BPC option is enabled. 
However, some of the darker colors like purples, will shift 
signifi cantly towards higher saturation along the gamut 
boundary. Therefore, when the image has no shadow 
content the BPC option should be avoided to prevent the 
chroma shift.
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Fig. 11: CRF curve of ∆E00 SWOP media-relative 
colorimetric with BPC vs. perceptual.
The perceptual rendering intent was compared to the 
media-relative rendering intent with BPC. The results show 
very close agreement between both color conversions 
over all the near neutral colors, and just slight differences 
(less than 3 ∆E00) for higher chroma colors. In practical 
terms, the perceptual intent can be interpreted as making 
its own BPC and the differences between both conversions 
is almost not perceptible. To avoid the confusion among 
the users, the perceptual rendering intent should be 
suggested instead of the use of BPC.
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Appendix A: 
L*a*b* Tiff Reader using MatLab7
The methodology for this project required the creation of a 
color list of CIELAB values of a test target after it had been 
converted in Photoshop. One alternative was to create the 
color list by reading each patch of the test target directly 
in Photoshop using the eyedropper tool. This process is 
very time consuming and prone to operator errors. An 
alternative solution was to develop a MatLab function for 
this purpose. The result was a MatLab function with the 
capability of reading a Tiff fi le defi ned in CIELAB mode 
to generate a color list in Excel from the patches of a test 
target.
The function was created with the functionality of MatLab 
in the following way:
1. The ‘importdata’ function in MatLab reads the pixel 
content of a Tiff fi le in an m*n*3 array:
m: the number of rows of pixels in the fi le
n: the number of columns of pixels in the fi le
3: the values of each channel L*a*b*
Therefore, any specifi c pixel in the Tiff fi le may be read 
independently.
2. The data is encoded as uint8 values (0-255); to convert 
the values to L*a*b*:
L*: divide by 2.55
a*: subtract 128
b*: subtract 128
3. The function then selects one pixel per patch and 
creates a color list in a new Excel fi le. This function was 
initially designed to read the GretagMacbeth TC288 test 
target, but has been enhanced to be able to read any 
rectangular shaped test target.
4. The function was named ‘LABReader’ and it may be 
called from the MatLab prompt. The function asks the 
user for the following information (view code) that may 
be acquired by opening the test target in Photoshop and 
reading the info window. 
To use the function, add the following code to MatLab 
and save the function as LABReader.m. Then just call 
the function in the MatLab prompt by typing LABReader 
and follow the instructions. Finally retrieve the Excel 
fi le containing the color list from the work folder within 
MatLab.
MatLab code:
% LAB Tiff Reader (version 1.0)
% Created by: Jorge Uribe, 
% April 26, 2005
% Coyright (c) 2005 Jorge Uribe
% Open source code for educational purposes
% 1. Save the fi le to be read as a TIFF fi le in CIELAB 
%     Mode
% 2. Type LABReader at the prompt
% 3. Select the TIFF fi le
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% 4. For the user input values, open the fi le in Photoshop 
%    and read the following information from the Info 
%     Window in pixels:
%  a) Number of rows of patches in the target (m)
%  b) Number of columns of patches in the target (m)
%  c) Pixel X position of the center of the top left patch 
%       (x)
%   d) Pixel Y position of the center of the top left patch 
%       (y)
%   e) Pixel sampling rate = width in pixels of a patch + 
%     the pixels used for spacing between patches (r)
% 5. Open the LAB.xls fi le containing the color list 
%     (Route C:Matlab\work\)
% START
[fi le,path] = uigetfi le({‘*.tif’},’Select Tiff File’);
if isstr(fi le) % if a fi le is selected 
   fi lename = [path fi le]; 
   tif = importdata(fi lename);
end;
% Row and Columns
prompt = {‘Number of Rows (m)’;’Number of Columns 
(n)’;’Pixel start position (x)’;...
    ‘Pixel start position (y)’;’Pixel sampling rate (r)’};
title = ‘LABReader’;
lines = 1;
getval = inputdlg (prompt, title, lines); % User Input
if isequal(getval,{})




    errordlg(‘Input must be a number’,’Error’);








% loop for reading one pixel of each patch
for i=1:m
    for j=1:n
        for k=1:3
        lab(i,j,k) = tif ((i-1)*r+y,(j-1)*r+x,k);
        end
    end
end
















LAB=[l,a,b]; % creates the color list
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The typical purpose of the linearization curves in 
conventional four-ink printing is to compensate for 
dot overlapping and dot size variations and therefore 
accommodate the non-linearity of the printing process. 
(Noyes, Hardeberg, and Moskalev, 2000)
Color matching accuracy and a profi le may be assessed 
by B2A1 (device to LAB, colorimetric tag) and A2B1 
(LAB to device, colorimetric tag) are used to assess ICC 
output profi les. The accuracy of the B2A1 part of the 
output profi le can be measured by calculating the color 
difference between the source LAB values sent to a printer 
and the measured LAB values printed by the printers. 
(Sharma, 2005)
CIEDE2000 is the most accurate tool at present to predict 
visually perceived color difference among the last three 
CIE-recommended formulas. (Melgosa, Huertas, and 
Berns, 2004) CIEDE2000 color difference formula predicts 
visual color differences of high chroma colors better than 
the CIELAB color difference formula. (Chung, 2005) Thus, 
CIEDE2000 was chosen to assess color matching ability 
in this study. 
Equipment & materials
Variation during the processes can impact the color 
management performance. The result can vary if different 
printer, different paper, or different color management 
profi ling software is used. The experiment was tested 
under the following conditions:
- Operation System: Mac OS X
- CMS: Profi ling Software: GretagMacbeth Profi leMaker 
4.1.5
- API: Adobe Photoshop CS
- RIP: Harlequin RIP Eclipse Release SP4
- Printer: Epson Stylus Pro 4000 Print Engine with 
UltraChrome Ink. The same ink cartridges were used 
through the entire study. Only cyan, magenta, yellow, and 
photo black were used in this study.
- Paper: Epson proofi ng paper commercial semimatte 
(S041744)
- Measurement and analysis Instrument: GretagMacbeth 
Spectrolino; Spectroscan system
- Test targets: ECI 2002R CMYK profi ling target; IT8.7/3 
basic target (page 60): CIELAB test target; ISO color chart 
S7A; spatial uniformity target (ISO 12640, 1997); printer 
calibration target
- Excel spreadsheet:  Calibration.xle; Transfer.xle. Process.
xle
Only colorimetric matching ability based on CIELAB 
The effect of dot gain linearization as a printer 
calibration criteria on color matching accuracy
by Fred Hsu
Keywords
calibration, ICC profi le, color matching accuracy  
Abstract
Two ICC profi les were generated from an Epson ink jet 
printer under two printer conditions, default and 0% 
dot gain. Color matching experiments were performed 
by means of the “B-to-A” analysis with a set of CIELAB 
values which are reproducible by the ink jet printer. 
CIE-based color difference, CIEDE2000, between the 
initial LAB values and its derived values was analyzed 
and compared between the two conditions. The results 
show that calibrating the printer to 0% dot gain before 
doing characterization did not improve its color matching 
accuracy. The color matching accuracy of an ICC profi le 
cannot be improved by applying device calibration alone. 
Color gamut of a output device needs to be optimized 
before device calibration in order to improve B-to-A 
transformation of an ICC output profi le.  
Introduction
To improve color matching accuracy between digital 
proofer and press sheet, the strategy to build a reliable 
color management system becomes a critical issue. The 
objective of this research is to investigate whether a digital 
output device using a color management system (CMS) 
can be enhanced via a specifi c calibration method, dot 
area curve linearization. The research question is: will 
0% dot gain calibration improve B-to-A color matching 
performance? 
Literature review
ICC color management system (CMS) is a major tool for 
color reproduction in the printing and publishing industry. 
Through a well-organized CMS, accurate image rendering 
and color matching can be achieved. (Chan, Chung, and 
Cheung, 2000)
ICC provides us a standard profile format and basic 
workfl ow for color transform. However, it is the vendor’s 
responsibility to pursue transformation accuracy by both 
the profi le creation and CMM implementation. (Zeng, 
2002)
Calibration brings an output device into a standard 
condition, for which a predefined tonal response is 
ensured. There are distinct advantages to linearity, e.g. 
device stability and optimal use of available levels. (Livens 
and Mahy, 2002)
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(D50, 2 degree) was evaluated and color differences 
are displayed as CIEDE2000 (∆E00) in this study. All 
measurements were collected under standard white 
backing. (ANSI CGATS.5., 2004)
Methodology
Calibration adjusts a device’s output to correlate with a 
requested value. In the case of a color printer, calibration 
ensures that the correct amount of cyan, magenta, yellow, 
and black colorants are printed. “Linearization is the 
process of adjust values on output so that the result is 
proportional to the values request.” (Global Graphic, 
2004) There are many approaches in achieving printer 
calibration, and dot curve linearization is one of them. 
In this study, the methodology focuses on calibrating the 
printer linear to dot area.
Fig. 1 is a fl owchart explaining the testing process. Part A 
is the device qualifi cation stage. Part B is the experimental 
stage that includes printer calibration, building ICC 
profi les, and the color matching analysis. 
Part A. Device qualifi cation
Stable and repeatable devices are the key requirements 
within an experiment. Before the color matching 
performance test, substrate spatial uniformity, printer 
spatial uniformity, temporal consistency, and printer gamut 
were verifi ed.
Substrate spatial uniformity
A random sheet of Epson ink jet proofi ng paper commercial 
semi-matte was measured using the same template for 
IT8.7/3 basic target (5.5” x 6”) on a GretagMacbeth 
SpectroScan with GretagMacbeth MeasureTool software. 
Following Chung and Shimamura (2001), total of 182 
measurement samples were collected for substrate spatial 
uniformity.  Substrate uniformity was estimated by (a) the 
average ∆E00 between the average L*, a*, and b* values 
of all samples and the individual CIELAB values, and (b) 
the cumulative relative distribution of all ∆E00s (CRF). 
(Eqs. 1-5)
The average ∆E00 of substrate spatial variation is 0.07. The 
CRF curve shows (1) 50 percent of the ∆E00s are 0.06 or 
less, and (2) 90 percent of the ∆E00s are 0.12 or less (Fig. 2). 
The substrate spatial variance is very small, and therefore 
this substrate is qualifi ed for the testing. 


















Fig. 2: CRF curve of substrate spatial 
uniformity
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Part A Part B
Printer spatial uniformity 
Printer spatial uniformity is defined as the degree of 
ink uniformity within a single print and it is assessed 
colorimetrically. Four solid color strips, cyan, magenta, 
yellow, and black across a single sheet were printed 
by Epson Stylus Pro 4000 (Epson SP4000). Each trip 
is 8 x 0.25 inch and this target is printed twice in two 
orientations, horizontal and vertical.
30 CIELAB measurement samples were collected width 
wise from each strip. Spatial uniformity is estimated 
by (a) the average ∆E00, i.e., the average of each L*, a*, 
and b* value between the individual CIELAB values. 
The sum of CIELAB was then divided by the number of 
measurements. (b) The cumulative relative distribution of 
all ∆E00s (CRF).
Fig. 3 shows the CRF curves of horizontal (top) and vertical 
(bottom) printer spatial uniformity. The horizontal print 
presents a result that 90% of the all CMYK ∆E00s are equal 
or less than 0.16. The vertical print shows 90% of the all 
CMYK ∆E00 are equal or less than 0.39, but the largest ∆E00, 
0.74, is much higher than the largest ∆E00, 0.17, of the 
horizontal print. The average ∆E00 of spatial uniformity is 
0.11 ∆E00. (horizontal 0.07 ∆E00 and vertical 0.14 ∆E00)
Sources of variability in spatial uniformity can be assignable 
or random. Assignable variation can be differentiated from 
random variation by observing patterns from individual 
∆E00s as a function of width wise. In brief, any assignable 
caused variation can be identifi ed by the non-randomness 
in a distance dependent plot. The horizontal print shows 
random variation and good uniformity. However, it 
is obviously that the vertical print shows assignable 
variations in the head and the tail of the test strips with 
the largest ∆E00 0.74 (cyan).
Printer color consistency
A 78-patch ISO color chart, S7A.tif (ISO, 1997), is printed 
by Epson SP4000 each day for one week and followed 
by once a week for a month. The fi rst print was treated 
as a reference. ∆E00s of each patch between reference 
and samples were calculated and recorded in an Excel 
spreadsheet for color consistency analysis.
Fig. 4 shows the time plot of printer color consistency. 
It shows no assignable caused variation in the plot. The 
average of all prints is 0.25 ∆E00 and the maximum ∆E00 
is 0.33.
CIELAB test target & printer color gamut confi r-
mation
A CIELAB test target is needed in this study to test the 
printer profi les in color matching ability from LAB color 
space to CMYK color space. Using Adobe Photoshop 
CS, an IT8.7/3 basic target was converted from CMYK 
to LAB color space via the standard ECI offset profi le, 
ISOwebcoated.icc. It was converted under absolute 
colorimetric intent and Adobe CMM engine. The LAB 
IT8.7/3 basic target was saved as a TIFF fi le. Furthermore, 
the CIELAB values of 182 patches were recorded from 
Photoshop CS after the conversion and saved in an Excel 
spreadsheet for color gamut analysis.
To reproduce all of color patches in the LAB IT8.7/3 
basic target, we need to confi rm that: the Epson Stylus 
Pro 4000 with Epson UltraChrome Ink on Epson proofi ng 
paper commercial semi-matte can reproduce all the color 
patches on the LAB IT8.7/3 basic target. A CMYK IT8.7/3 
basic target was printed via printer default setting, and its 
CIELAB colorimetric data was measured and compared 
to the gamut of the LAB IT8.7/3 basic target.
To assess whether the printable gamut of Epson SP4000 
covers all the patches in the LAB IT8.7/3 basic target, a 
CMYK IT8 basic chart was printed and the colorimetric 
data was analyzed in the Excel template, Process.xls. 
In the Excel template, the CIELAB data of the LAB IT8.7/3 
basic target was treated as a reference in comparison 
to the sample, CIELAB values from the printed CMYK 


































Fig. 3: CRF curves of printer spatial uniformity, 
horizontal (top) and vertical (bottom)



















Part B. Printer calibration & color matching 
analysis
After the device qualifi cation, the printer is calibrated 
per 0% dot gain. Two printer settings, default and 0% 
dot gain, were used for ICC printer profi ling and color 
matching analysis.
Printer per default and  0% dot gain calibration
When printing per default, no ink tonal adjustment was 
applied to the printer. To calibrate the printer to 0% dot 
gain, Harlequin RIP Eclipse Release SP4 was used to 
control the printer. A printer tonal calibration target was 
printed via Harlequin RIP. Density data of the printed 
target was measured by Spectrolino and recorded in Excel 
templates, Calibration.xle and Tansfer.xle. Transfer curves 
were calculated to calibrate the printer to 0% dot gain. 
The transfer curves were then loaded into the Harlequin 
RIP for color profi ling. Fig. 7 shows the CMYK dot gain 
curves of default  and 0% dot gain printer setting. 
Printer profi ling and color matching analysis
An ECI2002R CMYK profi ling target was printed under 
default (Method One) and 0% dog gain (Method Two) 
printer conditions. The profi ling targets were measured 
and profiles were generated using GretagMacbeth 
Profi leMaker 4.1.5 under the GretagMacbeth predefi ned 
separation setting, Inkjet 400. (400TAC, black start: 40, 
GCR3) Both ICC profi les, Profi le One (default) and Profi le 
Two (0% dot gain) were used to convert the CIELAB test 
target to CMYK mode in Adobe Photoshop CS. The Adobe 
CMM was used, the intent was Absolute Colorimetric, and 
Dither was not selected. These two converted test targets 
were then printed by the printer under default and 0% dot 
gain settings separately.
The printed test targets were measured by GretagMacbeth 
Specroscan for CIELAB values under the condition of  CIE 
illuminant D50 and 2-degree standard observer (ANSI 
CGATS .5-1993) on a white standard backing. These 
values were then compared to the reference values of the 
CIELAB test target.
IT8 basic target. Fig. 5 shows a*b* hexagon diagram to 
illustrate that the CIELAB test target is in the gamut of 
the printer with the paper. The L*C* slices of CMY and 
RGB were investigated in another aspect to tell the same 
result. (Fig. 6)
According to the above analysis, the Epson SP4000 is a 
very stable and consistent device. All the test patches on 
the CIELAB target are within the printer’s color gamut. 
Therefore, the Epson SP4000 is qualifi ed for the test.
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Fig. 5: a*b* diagram of the Epson SP4000 and 
the CIELAB test target
Experimental results
Table 1 provides a descriptive statistical summary of the 
color matching experiment (SAS, 1990). A number of 
conclusions can be stated: (1) the average color matching 
performance under the default setting is 3.1 ∆E00 as 
opposed to 2.8 ∆E00 under the 0% dot gain setting; (2) 
the variance in ∆E00 distribution under the default setting 
is smaller (1.6) than that under the 0% dot gain setting 
(5.5); and (3) there is less skewness in the ∆E00 distribution 
(0.7) under the default setting than that under the 0% dot 
gain setting (1.5).
A T-test (unequal variances) was performed to test the 
hypothesis whether the two population means are the 
same or not. The result shows that the P-value, is 0.18. 
P-value is the probability of stating that the two means 
are signifi cantly different. Thus, it is concluded that there 
is no signifi cant difference between the two population 
means at the alpha risk of 0.05. In other words, there is 
no signifi cant color matching improvement using 0% dot 
gain as the criterion for device calibration.  
Discussion
The ∆E00 distribution, expressed as a cumulative relative 
frequency (CRF), for each of the two calibration methods 
is shown in Fig. 8. The key point of interest to fi nd out is 
whether these color differences are randomly distributed 
throughout the lightness range or not. 
Fig. 9 plots color difference as a function of L* for all color 
patches.  The distribution of color differences (left-hand 
side) appears to be random in the default setting, but not 
random in the 0% dot gain setting. Specifi cally, larger 
∆E00s tend to fall between 20 L* and 30 L* in the 0% 
dot gain setting. The fi nding suggests that the ICC profi le 
built under the default setting performed color matching 
equally throughout the tonal region and the ICC profi le 
built under the 0% dot gain did not.
The other point of interest is whether the patches having 
large color differences in the 0% dot gain setting are 
distributed in a specifi c region of the color space or not. 
Tables 2a and 2b list the worst 10% color patches with 
their colorimetric properties (L*, a*, b*, C*, and h). By 
observation, many of the color patches are in the shadow 
area of the color space and hue angle is between 135 to 
300 degree.
The idea behind the 0% dot gain calibration is to see if the 
increased slope in the shadow region of the tonal scale 
can improve the color matching performance of the ICC 
profi le (Fig. 10). What we have learned in this study is the 
opposite of what we envisioned.
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Method One - Default_Cyan Method Two - 0% DG_Cyan
Fig. 10: Density curve comparison
Table 1: Summary of color matching performance 
comparisons
Table 2a & 2b: Worst 10% color patches. 2a (left), default 















































Fig. 9. ∆E00 vs. L* of the input CIELAB, default setting (left) 
and and 0% dot gain (right)
Fig. 8. CRF curves of color matching 

















Method one - Default setting
Method two - 0% dot gain
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Fig. 11 plots the hue progression of primary (CMY) and 
overprint (RGB) colors between default and 0% dot gain 
settings on an a*b* diagram. Most of the data points were 
shifted to low chroma area, and not enough data points 
were used to model the color behaviors in high chroma 
area. It explains why highlight patches show much better 
result in color matching ability than shadow patches via 
the 0% dot gain setting. 
Suggestions for further study
In this study, only calibrating a printer linear per dot 
area was researched. The result showed that there is 
no improvement in color matching performance. There 
are other approaches that may be examined for printer 
calibration, such as linear to L* or C* (Fig. 12). 
Using ∆E formulas to express color difference of 
synthetic targets does not provide concrete evidence 
whether two pictorial images match or not. A full-scale 
color management study involving proofer calibration, 
profi ling, color managed press run, and digital proofi ng 
is recommended to provide an opportunity to test color 
matching performance in both quantitative and visual 
assessment between press sheets and digital proofs.
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Fig. 11: Hue progression comparison
Fig. 12: Calibration per lightness (left) and chroma 
(right)
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Abstract
The successful implementation of color management in 
any digital print environment is dependent on the ability to 
characterize and control the critical stages of production 
workflow. Even after quality practices have become 
established in the pressroom, the potential for color 
variance based on operator-defi ned actions during the 
course of normal prepress production operations remains 
signifi cant. This variation may result in an unacceptable 
deviation from the expected or target outcome in print 
production scenarios where any level of operator 
intervention is considered general practice.
To quantify the potential variation resulting from specifi c 
operator-defi ned actions, a study was conducted in which 
several production workfl ows characteristic of digital print 
environments were replicated. Assuming different levels 
of color management understanding, a series of user-
defi ned profi le decisions were applied to a standardized 
target and a selected set of representative test images 
within the context of software applications customarily 
used in premedia production. The resulting test fi les were 
printed and color variance was determined via ∆E and 
paired comparison for a set of workfl ow combinations 
representative of those common in many premedia 
production environments.
Introduction
The premedia phases of the digital print production 
workfl ow extend from the initial creation of digital fi les 
through to the raster image processing of fi les at the print 
device. While print quality has continuously improved 
through the application of quality control measures for 
physical print reproduction, quality control measures are 
more diffi cult to implement due to the behavioral aspects 
inherent to the premedia production process. 
Generally speaking, quality control in premedia 
production can be improved through the application 
of standard operation procedures (SOPs) during the 
creation of print-ready digital fi les. The creation of such 
SOPs for color management practices and PDF creation 
are commonplace in many professional environments, 
although they may not insure quality improvements 
based on both the variance in SOPs between different 
environments and the thoroughness to which operators 
implement already established SOPs. Further, even with 
established SOPs, the SOPs themselves may introduce 
variation (e.g. Failure to embed a color profi le).
This potential for variation during premedia production has 
increased steadily as the affordability of software-based 
production tools has enabled the further decentralization 
of premedia services to creative professionals, advertising 
agencies and other imaging professionals. This dispersion 
of the production process has introduced a natural 
increase in the variation in both the quality and quality 
expectations of fi les submitted for print production. The 
range of skills, knowledge and general practices of the 
diverse professionals participating in components of the 
premedia production the fuel this variability and the lack 
of industry standards and specifi cations for most of the 
steps leading up to proofi ng due little to curtail this range 
in general practices.
To further illuminate the variance in trade practices 
and technical understanding, consider that the 2004 
TrendWatch report on Color Management showed that, 
while 71% of printing companies reported that they used 
SOPs in premedia activities relating to color reproduction, 
the same report showed that the SOP usage for publishers 
and design fi rms was only at 33% overall. While the 
increasing trend in utilization of SOPs is still encouraging, 
there is little available data qualifying that the SOPs of 
printers, publishers and design fi rms are the same SOPs 
or produce the same results.
TrendWatch further reported that the implementation of 
color management followed suit with nearly 2/3 of printers 
reporting using some form of color management, but for 
“more than half of the fi rms that say they do use color 
management say that simply ‘eye-balling’ jobs is their 
primary means of color management.” According to the 
same report, about 2/3 of design fi rms and publishers do 
not use color management technology overall. Magazine 
publishers are slightly above average at 40%. 
To establish a benchmark for the actual trade practices 
being used by the creative and technical professionals 
participating in the premedia production cycle, interviews 
with and direct observation of these professionals were 
conducted over a span of several months. The exploratory 
study revealed several reoccurring differences in 
established SOPs, the most signifi cant variable relating to 
premedia color reproduction being the differences in the 
defi nitions of clear and consistent use color preferences 
and/or color settings within software applications. When 
paired with the variations in subsequent procedures for the 
handling of color profi les assigned, embedded or missing 
from an image fi le, the potential for color variation was 
determined to be very high.
Independent of this, inconsistencies in the reproduction 
of spot colors (e.g. Pantone, etc.) were identifi ed as a 
reoccurring problem, especially for those fi les destined 
for digital print production environments.
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For each of the areas identified as having high SOP 
variability, a series of tests that replicated the most 
common variations in procedures observed was conducted 
to quantify the potential color variance of each. For 
consistency, an RGB-based workfl ow was assumed for 
all tests. As the IPA-endorsed RGB space, AdobeRGB was 
used as the source profi le for all reference test images. 
Standardized test images from ISO (converted from 
SWOP CMYK to AdobeRGB colorimetrically to preserve 
appearance) and GATF were used for visual assessment 
via paired-comparison. Measured assessment was 
established by using an AdobeRGB version of the 
MacBeth ColorChecker that was derived from the in 
L*a*b* digital original created by Bruce Lindbloom (www.
brucelindbloom.com) and then compared to the reference 
for ∆E calculation.
For spot color testing, a Photoshop document with six 
Pantone swatches was created in LAB as a reference. 
The six patches selected from the Pantone Solid Coated 
Library—Pantone 165C and 1675C (RIT orange and 
brown), Refl ex Blue, Pantone Process Blue, Rhodamine 
Red and Rubine Red—were chosen because each was 
outside most CMYK gamuts.
The software used for the study was Adobe PhotoshopCS, 
Adobe IllustratorCS, Adobe InDeignCS, QuarkXPress 
6.5, Microsoft Word 2004 and Acrobat Professional 
6.02. All tests were conducted on a Macintosh running 
OS10.3.9.
Color settings & color profi le handling tests 
The selection of the specifi c color preferences (or “color 
settings”) within a software application defi nes the default 
LUTs used to process color data as well as LUTs and color 
conversion options may be accessible when opening or 
copy/pasting image fi les. 
Direct observation of the participants in the study showed 
that most used the manufacture’s defaults for their color 
settings preferences in most software applications, 
although discussion revealed that, even for those who had 
customized their settings, most had little understanding of 
the ramifi cation of the specifi c settings they had in place 
or of the related profi le-handling decisions that followed. 
These profi le-handling decisions, specifi cally, the lack of 
consistent handling of embedded or missing color profi les, 
proved to be a frequent source of color variation. 
In terms of the specifi c SOPs reviewed, differences that 
impacted color rendering included the practice by some 
professionals to make it a policy to always convert to 
the current RGB or CMYK working space, while others 
specified that preserving embedded profiles was the 
best policy. Only a very small number of professionals 
specifi ed that they generally “do not color manage.” 
In practice, however, when faced with the profi le handling 
dialogue box when opening image fi les in Photoshop, 
the action most commonly observed was for operators to 
simply to click “OK,” an action that was often a signifi cant 
deviation from the established SOP. Further, when asked 
whether color management was “on” or should be “on” in 
page layout programs like QuarkXPress or InDesign, many 
responded they didn’t know or simply “no.” Depending 
on previous color profi le decisions, this last “no” ran the 
possibility to signifi cantly increase color variation as the 
reproduction process continued.
To assess the color variation resulting from SOP-defi ned 
actions during image editing, two versions of each test 
image, one with and one without a profi le embedded, 
were opened multiple times in Adobe Photoshop under 
both Photoshop’s default “North American General 
Purpose Defaults” (Fig. 1) and the “US Prepress Defaults” 
(Fig. 2) and processed through each of the selectable 
choices for profi le handling available in the dialogue box 
faced when opening any image fi le. Each fi le was then 
saved for comparison with the reference original. 
To test the result of SOP specifi cations (or the lack of them) 
for the design aspects of production, the reference image 
fi les were placed in Illustrator, InDesign and QuarkXPress 
under each software application’s default settings and 
under the US Prepress Defaults.
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Fig. 1: North American General Purpose Defaults
Fig. 2: US Prepress Defaults
Spot color creation/ processing tests
It was discovered that most professionals contacted 
assumed that the same Pantone color specifi ed in different 
software applications should/ processing produce the 
same color in the reproduction. While this assumption 
may hold true for most commercial print environments, 
assuming that the actual spot color specifi ed implies the 
use of an extra plate and the corresponding spot color 
ink during production, it does not necessary hold true in 
situations where spot colors are converted to “process” 
(CMYK). Based on technology limitations as well as 
fi nancial considerations, reproduction of spot colors with 
process CMYK is very common in many conventional 
print applications, most digital print environments and 
most color proofi ng applications as well.
Following the assumption that specific spot colors 
specifi ed under the same color profi le conditions (e.g. 
AdobeRGB) would result in fi les with the same digital 
values, documents were produced containing six spot 
colors patches in Photoshop, Illustrator, QuarkXPress and 
InDesign. For consistency, all documents were saved as 
EPS fi les and then brought into Photoshop for comparison 
against the reference.
This test was then replicated to quantify the variance caused 
by using the default color settings in each application. 
This resulted in the use of sRGB for Photoshop, “Emulate 
Illustrator 6.0” for Illustrator and color management “off” 
(RGB not specifi ed) in both QuarkXPress and InDesign. 
Results
Color settings & color profi le handling tests 
To gain meaningful insight into the amount of total 
variance that could be encountered, it was quickly 
determined that a broader range of image files that 
included a more input profi les and the inclusion of more 
than one rendering intent would need to be factored 
into the testing. However, the limited variables assessed 
provided a preliminary view into the magnitude of 
variance under normal conditions.
As expected, preserved embedded profi les created no color 
variance, converting to the working space RGB created 
only minimal variance, while ignoring or discarding 
embedded profi les in favor of the working space RGB 
created the most variation in color. In contrast, the color 
shift observed by discarding embedded profi les at the 
image editing stage was signifi cant.
Each fi le that was assigned (or reassigned) a specifi c profi le 
was effectively remapped to the new RGB gamut, and this 
practice resulted in a signifi cant reduction in overall color 
saturation for fi les that were assigned the sRGB profi le. 
The overall color shift was signifi cant enough to require 
an additional step for color correction to insure acceptable 
color (for pleasingness).
Files placed into Illustrator under the US Prepress Defaults 
settings showed no difference in the fi les that resulted. 
However, fi les placed under Illustrator’s Default incurred 
signifi cant shifts, particularly in warmer colors.
The results from the QuarkXPress with both color 
management on and off created measured results that 
were nearly identical, though both varied from the 
reference slightly. The results from the InDesign tests 
also produced identical fi les that matched the reference, 
in part, due to a limit of the test condition. For the 
InDesign test, it is important to note that, while the match 
with color management enabled was expected, the 
default setting with color management off would have 
produced signifi cant variance if the test fi les used had 
been optimized for an RGB profi le that did not match the 
profi le used for the test fi les.
Spot color creation / processing tests 
The assumption that fi les produced in different applications 
but using the same (AdobeRGB) profi le proved incorrect. 
Using the same color profi le settings, each application 
tested produced different LAB values for the same Pantone 
swatches and, excepting the fact that the AdobeRGB fi les 
created were generally closer to the reference than the 
fi les made under the default condition, there was little 
correlation in the results between applications.
Generally speaking, specifying the Default color settings in 
each software application produced fi les with the greatest 
deviation from the reference fi le. Illustrator’s default (using 
the Emulate Illustrator 6.0 settings) consistently produced 
values that were the furthest from the reference file. 
Illustrator also produced the greatest variance between its 
own commonly used settings. In contrast, QuarkXPress 
produced identical fi les both under color settings tested. 
Conclusions
While many of the results of this investigation are limited 
only to the very specifi c workfl ows replicated, the results 
also yield important insight into the magnitude of color 
variation that can result from procedural decisions 
common in the graphic arts. 
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Difference from Assigning sRGB Profile
∆L* ∆a* ∆b* ∆C ∆E*oo
Orange #7 -3 -9 -9 -12.17 4.76
Blue #13 1 -1 0 -0.32 1.01
Green #14 1 12 -1 -9.22 5.09
Red #15 -5 -9 -38 -29.64 16.78
Cyan #18 2 12 4 10.63 6.13
Neutral #20 0 0 0 0 0
Neutral #22 0 0 0 0 0
Table 1: sRGB color difference
Difference from Illustrator Default Settings
∆L* ∆a* ∆b* ∆C ∆E*oo
Orange #7 4 10 10 13.72 4.99
Blue #13 -2 1 -4 4.11 2.01
Green #14 -2 -21 1 17.88 7.16
Red #15 6 10 -21 -5.01 13.46
Cyan #18 -1 -10 -3 9.37 4.02
Neutral #20 0 1 0 0 0.68
Neutral #22 0 1 0 0 0.99
Table 2: Illustrator default
The magnitude of the variance identified are most 
signifi cant when a system view of production is considered 
as variance introduced at the early stages of production 
may prove to very diffi cult and costly to adjust for at 
later stages of production. The standardization of tasks 
at the specifi c nodal points in the design and prepress 
phase of production should minimize variation and, by 
extension, correction cycles downstream in production. 
The importance of this is underscored by the industry trend 
to continue to push more critical production decisions 
further upstream as the demand for print-ready PDFs 
from agencies and other creative professionals continues 
to rise. 
From the standpoint of the specifi c software used, further 
refi nement of the color management user-interface and 
improved uniformity in the interpretation of spot color 
defi nitions is necessary to produce more consistent results 
during design and prepress production. 
The 2005 release of Adobe Creative Suite2 (CS2 for short) 
has introduced L*a*b* support of spot colors into both 
Illustrator and InDesign and, with the introduction of 
Bridge, introduced a mechanism for easily establishing 
unified color setting preference between software 
applications. While both of these improvements are very 
encouraging, it remains to be seen how they will impact 
the quality and variability of the material generated by 
those who use them. 
Further, as a limited of number of software packages 
dominate production, this recent change only underscores 
the vendor-led nature of changes in established trade 
practices. Unless there is a fundamental paradigm shift, 
the average cycle of 18 months between software updates 
by vendors will continue to put the onus on the end-users 
to stay continually up-to-date to establish and reestablish 
new and better methods for obtaining and retaining color 
consistency. 
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Pantone 165C (Orange) Measurements
L* a* b* ∆C ∆E*oo
Reference 63 61 75     -      -
AdobeRGB Photoshop 63 61 75 0 0
Default Photoshop 62 60 72 -2.95 1.18
AdobeRGB Illustrator 69 67 82 9.22 5.15
Default Illustrator 68 37 54 -31.21 8.68
AdobeRGB InDesign 67 40 66 -19.5 8.32
Default InDesign 67 33 68 -21.09 12.2
QuarkXPress 66 77 81 15.08 5.37
Pantone 1675C (Burnt Umber) Measurements
L* a* b* ∆C ∆E*oo
Reference 41 44 48     -      -
AdobeRGB Photoshop 41 44 48 0 0
Default Photoshop 41 44 48 0 0
AdobeRGB Illustrator 49 60 64 22.61 9.14
Default Illustrator 53 32 38 5.68 27.13
AdobeRGB InDesign 50 34 54 0.34 10.28
Default InDesign 49 34 55 -0.45 10.67
QuarkXPress 44 58 56 15.51 5.21
Pantone Reflex Blue Measurements
L* a* b* ∆C ∆E*oo
Reference 19 32 -74     -      -
AdobeRGB Photoshop 20 35 -72 -0.57 2.6
Default Photoshop 21 35 -71 -1.46 3.22
AdobeRGB Illustrator 20 25 -63 -12.84 2.48
Default Illustrator 39 2 -42 -38.57 17.81
AdobeRGB InDesign 35 2 -51 -29.58 16.58
Default InDesign 31 13 -48 -30.89 10.55
QuarkXPress 17 34 -69 -3.7 3.48
Pantone Process Blue Measurements
L* a* b* ∆C ∆E*oo
Reference 47 -33 -57     -      -
AdobeRGB Photoshop 49 -20 -54 -8.28 5.73
Default Photoshop 52 -7 -50 -15.38 13.49
AdobeRGB Illustrator 48 -34 -36 -16.35 7.05
Default Illustrator 57 -29 -38 -18.06 11.39
AdobeRGB InDesign 54 -32 -46 -9.83 7.68
Default InDesign 55 -24 -44 -15.74 9.16
QuarkXPress 44 -10 -58 -7.01 10.86
Pantone Rhodamine Red Measurements
L* a* b* ∆C ∆E*oo
Reference 52 79 -19     -      -
AdobeRGB Photoshop 52 79 -19 0 0
Default Photoshop 52 79 -19 0 0
AdobeRGB Illustrator 60 87 3 5.8 11.16
Default Illustrator 56 66 -6 -14.98 6.62
AdobeRGB InDesign 55 69 -9 -11.67 4.98
Default InDesign 53 71 -4 -10.14 5.77
QuarkXPress 59 86 2 4.77 10.28
Pantone Rubine Red Measurements
L* a* b* ∆C ∆E*oo
Reference 44 78 8     -      -
AdobeRGB Photoshop 45 72 11 -5.57 2.24
Default Photoshop 46 72 11 -5.57 2.78
AdobeRGB Illustrator 58 87 23 11.58 15.15
Default Illustrator 53 68 2 -10.38 9.52
AdobeRGB InDesign 50 77 2 -1.38 4.98
Default InDesign 48 75 6 -3.17 3.98
QuarkXPress 55 82 34 10.36 15.27
Table 3: Pantone colors
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Abstract
The RIT Test Targets publication has always explored new 
and emerging methods and technology used in color 
reproduction, process control, color managementssystems, 
and workfl ows. With the advent of PDF workfl ows and the 
introduction of the PDF/X family of standards, utilizing the 
new graphic arts data exchange format in the production 
of the Test Targets 5.0 publication was recognized as an 
important goal. This article describes the workfl ow used 
in the creation of PDF/X-1a  fi les that were supplied to 
the print provider selected to produce the Test Targets 5.0 
publication.
Introduction
When Adobe released its Portable Document Format 
(PDF) in the early 1990s it was not intended to be used 
as graphic arts data exchange format.  PDF was designed 
for the “paperless offi ce of the future.” However, since its 
release, PDF has been adopted as de facto data exchange 
format in the graphic arts and is used to some degree in 
most current graphic arts workfl ows.
With the original design of PDF not being print-centric, 
there are many features that are ill suited for graphic arts 
workfl ows. Currently PDF documents can contain images 
from various color spaces, and documents can suffer from 
missing images and fonts, and other issues that make a 
document ill-formed and ill-suited for print production.
The Digital Distribution of Advertising for Publications 
Association (DDAP), a graphic arts workflow user 
association, realized the need for more stringent guidelines 
when using PDF as a data exchange format. DDAP was 
the fi rst to defi ne a set of requirements for using PDF as 
a graphic arts data exchange format: these requirements 
were later adopted by the Committee for Graphic Arts 
Technologies Standards (CGATS) as a working group item 
and the format became known as PDF/X (DDAP, 2005). 
The developments of PDF/X by CGATS has attracted 
international interest and the PDF/X standard became an 
item of agenda for ISO TC130. The work carried out by 
TC130 resulted in the development of a family of PDF/X 
standards (conformance levels) suited for various graphic 
arts workfl ows. PDF/X has since become an ISO standard, 
falling under ISO 15930-1 for PDF/X-1 & PDF/X-1a ,ISO 
15930-2 for PDF/X2, and ISO 15930-3 for PDF/X3. 
Equipment & materials
This report was created using Adobe Creative Suite 
version 2. Creative Suite 2 is the desktop publishing suite 
used to create Test Targets 5.0. The NexPress NexStation 
and NexPress 2100 Digital Production Color Press were 
also used to test the complete Test Targets production 
workfl ow.
Objectives
This paper will explore the various aspects of PDF/X and 
how the technology can be utilized in current graphic 
arts workfl ows without the need for specialized workfl ow 
tools. The article is based on the creative and prepress 
processes involved in the creation of Test Targets 5.0. The 
desired outcome are to:
- Gain a better understanding of PDF/X standards, 
specifi cally PDF/X1a.
- Examine the requirements to create a workfl ow that 
produces PDF/X1a (ISO 15930-1:2001).
Methodology
The test method used was the review of workfl ow best 
practices and examination of features found in the Adobe 
Creative Suite. 
Assessment
The PDF/X1a:2001 standard has a few important 
requirements that must be met for the file to be in 
conformance. These requirements will be examined and 
then the Adobe InDesign application settings required 
to meet this conformance will be outlined. For a PDF 
document to conform to the PDF/X-1a:2001 conformance 
level, certain document attributes must be present. The 
requirements include device CMYK or spot color, the ICC 
data, the OutputIntent, the fonts, and trapping.
Device CMYK or Spot Color
All color must be Device CMYK, or a spot color. Device 
CMYK means that color has already been separated 
to device dependent CMYK color values, such as the 
NexPress 2100 color space used in the production of 
this journal.
The color values can also be spot colors such as Pantone 
165. The decision to include spot color names is dependent 
on the workfl ow and printing technology being used. Most 
modern RIPs have Pantone libraries that translate the PMS 
name into a CMYK value based on the colorants used by 
the device.  For systems where it is unknown if the RIP 
has the necessary Pantone libraries required to handle 
PMS-to-CMYK translations, better results may be obtained 
by separating spot colors to their CMYK equivalents before 
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the exchange of the fi le.
In the production of the Test Targets 5.0, all spot colors 
need to be converted to Device CMYK when generation 
of the PostScript occurs.
No ICC Data
No ICC data should exist in the fi le. All color data needs 
to be converted to the fi nal destination space. Images 
cannot contain embedded ICC profiles. Images must 
be “Converted to Profi le” in either Adobe Photoshop 
or by Adobe InDesign before the PDF/X-1a document 
is created. The Test Targets journal workfl ow strives to 
embrace an RGB-to-CMYK workfl ow in which all images 
are converted to CMYK at the fi nal editing stage in the 
workfl ow.  While InDesign has the functionality to handle 
this conversion, the Test Targets workfl ow had the images 
converted from RGB-to-CMYK in Adobe Photoshop. Due 
to the nature of graphic arts test targets, some images and 
targets are defi ned as legacy CMYK, such as those found 
in the Gallery of Visual Interest. These will remain legacy 
CMYK until they are converted to Device CMYK during 
PDF generation.
OutputIntent
The OutputIntent must be specifi ed either by stating a 
characterized printing condition such as CGATS TR001 
(SWOP) or by identifying an ICC output profi le. If the 
fi nal output is to a SWOP conforming output device, the 
OutputIntent can be identifi ed as “CGATS TR 001.” A list 
of registered reference printing conditions is located on 
the International Color Consortium’s website at http://
www.color.org/registry2.html. If the fi nal output is to a 
device that does not have a registered reference printing 
condition such as the NexPress 2100 digital printer, a 
custom ICC output profi le must be identifi ed. In the Test 
Targets workfl ow, the OutputIntent will be identifi ed as 
the NexPress ICC profi le name used for color conversion. 
It has to be noted that the OutputIntent used in Acrobat 
settings is not identical to the rendering intent that is 
specifi ed by the ICC 4.2 specifi cation (ICC, 2004).
Fonts
All fonts must be embedded in the document. While 
subsetting is recommended to reduce fi le size, it is not 
required by the PDF/X-1a standard.  The fonts used in Test 
Targets 5.0 are: Arial, Helvetica, Optima, Palatino, and 
Symbol. At the request of the print provider, fonts were 
not subsetted.
Trapping
The PDF/X-1a fi le must indicate if it has been trapped 
(true) or not (false). If the fi le has been trapped or you 
do not want the RIP to apply any trapping, the Trapped 
parameter should be set to Insert True. If the fi le has not 
been trapped and you want the RIP to apply trapping 
functions, the Trapped parameter should be set to Insert 
False. Adobe InDesign does not have robust trapping 
capabilities built in so it is recommended that the Trapping 
parameter be set to Insert False.
InDesign Export versus Acrobat Distiller 
A document conforming to the PDF/X-1a standard can 
be created by using either the PDF export mechanism 
in Adobe InDesign or by creating a PostScript fi le in 
InDesign and distilling it using Adobe Acrobat Distiller. 
Adobe recommends that the PDF be created directly 
from InDesign. This is a more streamlined approach and 
does not require the translation from the PostScript Page 
Description Language (PDL) to the PDF PDL. The Test 
Targets 5.0 journal workfl ow will generate PostScript fi les 
out of InDesign and generate the PDF/X-1a:2001 fi les 
using Adobe Acrobat Distiller. 
Procedures for creating a PDF/X-1a:2001 
document using Adobe CS2
The remainder of this article will outline the steps used 
in creation of the PDF/X fi les for a workfl ow using Adobe 
InDesign and Acrobat Distiller.
Adobe InDesign CS2
1. Launch the Adobe InDesign CS2 application.
2. Go to Edit > Color Settings to invoke the Color Settings 
dialog box.
Note: Document layout procedures are not covered in 
this report. The document should be designed with best 
practice methods for design and layout. Incoming images 
should be assigned source profi les before placing them in 
InDesign in Adobe Photoshop.
2.1 Make sure color management is enabled by selecting 
the “Enable Color Management” checkbox.
2.2 Set the Working Spaces options to desired color spaces 
by selecting an RGB and CMYK working space profi le. The 
CMYK working space profi le should be device that you 
output your print to, the NexPress 2100 in this case.
2.3 Select Desired Conversion Options. When fi nished, 
Select OK.
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Fig. 1: Adobe InDesign CS2 Color Settings dialog box
3. Once all layout procedures have been completed the 
layout is ready to be prefl ighted using the InDesign 
Prefl ight tool. The Prefl ight tool, shown in Fig.2, will 
catch any errors such as missing fonts or images and 
will provide a summery of the document. The prefl ight 
can be saved as a log fi le if desired. If errors are found in 
the prefl ight, they should be fi xed before continuing. All 
the fi les can be packaged at this stage as well. Packaging 
places all the fonts and linked images in one folder.
4. Once all prefl ighting procedures have been completed 
the layout is ready for PostScript generation. PostScript 
generation is accomplished by using selecting File > 
Print from the application File menu. 
5. After selecting Print in Step 4, the Print dialog box will 
appear. 
5.1 The settings shown in Fig. 3 should be changed to 
match the desired Printer and PPD. Since we are 
creating a PostScript fi le, the PostScript® File option is 
selected. The PPD selected coincides with requirements 
specifi ed by the Test Targets print provider.
5.2 The Color Management settings, shown in Fig. 4, 
should be checked to ensure that the fi le will be color 
separated correctly. Under the Print subhead, the 
Document option should be selected and the profi le 
displayed should be the Device CMYK ICC profi le. 
Under the Options subhead the Color Handling option 
should be set to “Let InDesign Determine Color.” The 
Printer Profi le option should be set to the Device CMYK 
ICC profile. The Output Color option should read 
Composite CMYK.
It should be noted that not all the PostScript generation 
options were covered here. The other options, such as 
those found in the Setup and Marks and Bleed tabs are 
equally important but are job independent and have no 
effect on the generation of valid PDF/X fi les.
The PostScript fi le can now be saved.
Adobe Acrobat Distiller 7.0
6.0 Now that a PostScript fi le has been generated, The 
remaining steps of the PDF/X-1a:2001 fi le creation 
process will occur in Adobe Acrobat Distiller. The 
following step will walk through the creation of a 
Acrobat Distiller PDF Settings fi le that will generate 
PDF/X-1a:2001 valid fi les and meet the requirements 
of the Test Targets journal.
6.1 Launch Adobe Acrobat Distiller.
6.2 Select the Settings from the application menu bar and 
then select Edit Adobe PDF settings.
6.3 In the General tab, shown in Fig. 5, the Compatibility 
option must be set to Acrobat 4.0 (PDF 1.3). The PDF/X-
1a:2001 ISO Standard is based on this version of PDF. 
The resolution is set to 600 dot per inch, which matches 
the addressability of the Kodak NexPress 2100.
6.4 In the Images tab, Fig. 6, the Sampling options should 
be set to Off for all Images (Color, Grayscale, and 
Monochrome). In a normal graphic arts workflow, 
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Fig. 2:  Adobe InDesign CS2 Prefl ight dialog box
Fig. 3: Adobe InDesign CS2 Print dialog box, General Tab
Fig. 4: Adobe InDesign CS2 Print dialog box, Color Mgmt Tab
this might not be a desired choice as the resulting 
PDF could contain more data than need. For jobs that 
contain test targets, additional considerations apply. 
Some EPS test targets are intelligent and set themselves 
automatically to the addressability of the output device. 
This is likely higher than the threshold above which 
Distiller automatically downsamples. Downsampling 
would compromise the validity of the target. Therefore 
it is best to disable downsampling. 
6.5 In the Fonts tab, Fig. 7, the Embed all fonts check box 
must be selected. The PDF/X-1a:2001 standard requires 
fonts to be embedded.
6.6 In the Color tab, Fig. 8, the Settings File option should 
be set to none and the Color Management Policies 
should be set to “Leave Color Unchanged.” Distiller 
does not need to perform any color conversions; all 
required conversions took place in InDesign at the 
PostScript generations stage.
6.7 In the Advanced tab, Fig. 9, there are a number of 
options. While most of these options are workfl ow 
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Fig. 5: Adobe Acrobat Distiller General tab of the Adobe PDF 
Settings dialog box
Fig. 6: Adobe Acrobat Distiller Images tab of the Adobe PDF 
Settings dialog box
Fig. 7: Adobe Acrobat Distiller Fonts tab of the Adobe PDF 
Settings dialog box
Fig. 8: Adobe Acrobat Distiller Color tab of the Adobe PDF 
Settings dialog box
specifi c and do not have an effect on the validity of 
a PDF/X1a:2001 fi le, the Allow PostScript XObjects 
must be unchecked. The PDF/X1a:2001 standard does 
not allow PostScript XObjects. The options that were 
selected are based on the recommendation of the print 
provider.
6.8 In the Standards tab, Fig. 10, the Compliance 
Standard option must be set to PDF/X-1a (Acrobat 4.0 
Compatible). The When not compliant option should 
be set to Cancel job. This setting stops the generation of 
the PDF when something has gone wrong. The Output 
Intent Profi le Name should be set to the Device CMYK 
ICC profi le. For the Test Targets workfl ow, this is the 
Kodak NexPress 2100 ICC profi le.
6.9 The new settings can now be saved by selecting the 
Save As... button. Once the setting is saved, the Adobe 
PDF Settings dialog box can be closed by selecting 
OK.
Conformance testing
To ensure the workfl ow created fi les that conform to the 
PDF/X1a:2001 standard, a test form was created to test 
the workfl ow out.
The test form containes various elements selected to 
represent the a Test Target InDesign fi le. These include 
the IT8.7 Basic target and the ISO SCID N7A (Three 
Musicians) legacy CMYK images as well as an image 
converted from RGB to CMYK in Adobe Photoshop (bird 
image), an Encapsulated PostScript (EPS) fi le created in 
Adobe Illustrator (neutral quad-boxes), and elements 
created in Adobe InDesign (CMYK SID Color bars, 50% 
K-only bar).
The InDesign file then went through the workflow 
described above. After distilling the PostScript fi le, the log 
fi le was examined to determine if any errors or warnings 
occurred. 
Acrobat Distiller’s log fi le, shown in Fig. 12, from the PDF 
generation of Test Targets PDF/X Test Form reported no 
warnings or violations. The fi le was then tested using the 
Enfocus PitStop Professional Adobe Acrobat plug-in.
The Enfocus PitStop Professional Adobe Acrobat plug-
in, Fig. 13, extends the Acrobat application by adding 
advanced prefl ighting, document editing, and verifi cation 
functionality. This includes functionality to verify the 
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Fig. 9: Adobe Acrobat Distiller Advanced tab of the Adobe 
PDF Settings dialog box
Fig. 10: Adobe Acrobat Distiller Standards tab of the Adobe 





Warnings: The total found in this 
document was 0.
Violations: The total found in this 
document was 0.
No problems were found in the document.
This document passes PDF/X-1a:2001 
compliance checks.
</PDFX>
Fig. 12: Distiller Log File
Fig. 13: Enfocus PitStop Professional PDF Profi le Control 
Panel
conformance to the PDF/X-1a:2001 standard using a 
PitStop Profi le.
PitStop profi les are a set of rules that can be used to check 
a PDF document for desired traits. PitStop includes a 
profi le that verifi es if a PDF fi le conforms to the PDF/X-
1a:2001 standard. This report was run on the Test Targets 
PDF/X Test Form. The resulting report stated:
 “No Errors or Warnings.”
This analysis provides evidence that workfl ow described 
in this paper generates valid PDF/X-1a:2001 while still 
supporting existing design and prepress requirements of 
the Test Targets journal.
User Procedures
Adobe InDesign and Adobe Acrobat Distiller settings are 
saved to ensure standardization and portability across user 
computer workstations. These settings are created by the 
workfl ow architect or by group consensus. In an effort to 
standardize the various software application settings, the 
required color, printer, and PDF job settings for Test Targets 
5.0 were created and then saved to fi le. 
The creation of standard operating procedures (SOPs) and 
their use in publication production reduces the chance of 
user idiosyncrasies causing production errors such as using 
the wrong print driver or print settings when preparing a 
publication for print. A simple SOP was created to guide 
the use of the software application settings.
Using Software Application Settings
1. Open Adobe Acrobat Distiller 7.0. 
1.1 Load custom joboptions fi le for Test Targets 5.0
2.Open Adobe InDesign.
2.1 Load Color Settings
2.2 Load Printer Presets
3. Open InDesign document. Add or edit contents.
3.1 When saving the InDesign document, append the 
fi le name with a incremental value. E.g. TT5_Draft_1 
becomes TT5_Draft_2.
4. Save the InDesign document as a PostScript fi le using 
the custom settings loaded in 2.2
5. Generate the PDF/X-1a:2001 fi le using Adobe Acrobat 
Distiller.
Conclusion
While the PDF/X standards are new and still evolving, 
it is possible to use today’s desktop publishing tools to 
create print-ready PDF fi les that conform to the PDF/X-
1a:2001 standard without making major changes to 
current workfl ow requirements.
The production of Test Targets 5.0 contains two different 
print production paradigms. The fi rst paradigm follows 
a traditional print publications workfl ow. The second 
paradigm follows a system analysis workfl ow where the 
goal is to send a system a known stimulus and measuring 
the response to gain a better understanding of how the 
system works and what can be done to optimize it.
The scholarly article component of Test Targets 5.0 follows 
a traditional print publication workfl ow and could utilize 
the PDF/X best practices described by Abobe Systems 
and the Ghent PDF Workgroup. The Gallery of Visual 
Interest and Test Forms components of the journal allow 
for qualitative and quantitative analysis of the print 
production process. These two components are unique 
to the Test Targets journal and require the creation of a 
hybrid print production workfl ow that takes advantage 
of emerging workflow standards while retaining the 
goals of the testing color reproduction systems. This 
article describes how a hybrid workfl ow was created for 
the production of this journal that embraced both print 
production paradigms and created data exchange fi les 
that conform to PDF/X-1a:2001.
The next logical step for the Test Targets journal is to 
adopt a PDF/X-3 workfl ow that supports the inclusion of 
CIELAB, RGB, CMYK, and spot colors. This standard is 
capable of supporting both the publishing and test targets 
print production paradigms used in the creation of this 
journal. 
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Abstract
What you see on the monitor is not necessarily what you 
get in print. A black and white image may look neutral 
on screen, but has a color cast when printed. An Excel 
graph may look OK on the monitor, but when printed, 
because of rich blacks, perhaps slightly out of register, it 
looks awful. This article discusses how such images can 
be processed to make them print well.
Grayscale images
One way to print Grayscale images would be to print them 
in black only. This way it would be neutral and easy to 
print, however it would also result in low image contrast 
because of limited solid density (fi g. 3). Some CMY color 
needs to be added underneath the black printer. This 
could be accomplished by converting the Grayscale image 
to CMYK mode in Photoshop (using the active output 
profi le). If this is done, we likely end up with more CMY 
than Black, which makes for an image that will be strongly 
affected by possible variability of inking on press and 
variability of registration. Fig. 1a shows the effect of using 
a SWOP profi le (perceptual rendering): black is a skeleton 
black, there is a lot of color in the midtones and highlights, 
and black does not go to 100% dot area, which is not good 
for contrast. Fig. 1b shows another profi le with maximum 
GCR. This helps, buts is not yet good enough.
Fig. 1a & 1b: Gray balance curves for SWOP and Max GCR




















































Ideally we only want some color to support the shadows. 
And, particularly when FM screening is involved, we 
can do one more trick (courtesy Dr. Granger): at low dot 
areas, the FM dots have to be far apart. This makes them 
more visible and can cause a grainy appearance. To avoid 
this, we use for the lightest highlights only CMY. This way 
more dots need to be used (because the CMY colors are 
lighter than black) and therefore more paper gets covered 
with ink, making for smoother highlight areas. In other 
words we would like a relationship as shown in Fig. 2. In 
addition, this makes it easy to have a slight color cast to the 
image, such as “sepia”, which imitates old photographs. 
These gray balances are very stable on press, have high 
contrast, and smooth tints in the highlight areas. For all 
these setups, the total area coverage is a maximum of 
300 percent dot area. (The fi gures on pages 6 to 8 of this 
booklet were done using the curves of Fig. 2a.)
Multichannel conversion methodology 
The following is a method to convert Grayscale to CMYK 
where we have full control over gray balance. It consists 
of making 4 channels, then converting these to CMYK.  
1. Open the Grayscale image (RGB would fi rst have to be 
converted to Grayscale) in Photoshop and convert it to 
Multichannel mode by going to Image > Mode. 
2. Go to Window > Channels, the channel panel opens 
with one channel, labelled Black. Click on the upper right 
corner arrow of this palette and duplicate the channel. 
The new channel will become cyan. It can be named, but 
this is not necessary because Photoshop will rename each 
channel when they are going to be converted to CMYK. 
3. Go to Image > Adjustment > Curves, and make a curve 
similar to cyan of fi gure 2a. (Consider the Total Area 
Coverage when setting the highest value.) 
4. Duplicate the cyan channel to get the magenta channel. 
Again apply a curve, this time only the difference between 
cyan and magenta. For a neutral gray, magenta has to be 
about 80% of cyan. Therefore, simply set one point for 
this curve: input 100% output 80%. 
5. Duplicate the magenta channel to get yellow. If yellow 
and magenta are the same, then no additional curve needs 
to be applied. 
6. Select the black channel, and with curves, set one point 
at the lower left corner: input 5% output 0%. This makes 
black lighter, compensating for CMY in the highlights.
7. Now drag the black channel to the bottom of the list. 
The four channels represent cyan, magenta, yellow, and 
black. Go to Image > Mode, CMYK. You are done with 
the images. However, be careful with color management 
settings of InDesign and Distiller. Later CMYK to CMYK 
conversions could reset curves to the working space.
Optimizing special images for print
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Fig. 2a & 2b: Gray balance curves for Neutral and Sepia color
You can record this procedure using Photoshop Actions 
to facilitate conversion of multiple images.
Fig. 3 shows images using these curves. The SWOP version 
might by coincidence look similar to the neutral version, 
but, with changes in inking, the SWOP version would no 
longer be neutral. This is simulated in Fig. 4 by applying 
in Photoshop a curve that reduced cyan by 20% (compare 
Neutral C80% with SWOP C80%). In addition, in Fig. 4, 
we can see that the SWOP version is more sensitive to 
misregistration (use magnifi er). Again, this was simulated 
in Photoshop by moving cyan channel right and down.
Optimizing Excel graphs for print
Simply copying and pasting an Excel graph does not make 
good graphs for printing. They end up with rich black text 
and lines and degraded color on the curves. The way to 
make good printable graphs is to use Illustrator to edit the 
Excel graphs. This way the graphs remain scalable vector 
fi les. (Photoshop would make undesirable raster fi les.)
1. Open a new Illustrator fi le in CMYK mode. Copy the 
graph from Excel and paste it into this new Illustrator fi le. 
(If RGB mode were used, you still get rich blacks.)
2. Select All, and then go to Type > Font and select an 
easily readable sans serif font such as Helvetica. Make 
the font as big as possible relative to the overall graph. 
This way graph size can be reduced later on (say to a 
text column width), keeping the text still readable.
3. While all objects are selected, observe that there is a 
box around say the title line. Unselect All, and then 
(using the empty arrow tool) select this box only. Go to 
Select > Same > Fill and Stroke. This selects all empty 
boxes (which are unnecessary clipping boxes). 
 Now observe a vertical text line (Y axis label), and then 
delete the selected boxes. Notice that now a horizontal 
text line is revealed in addition to the vertical line. 
This shows a trick that is used by Excel: because non 
PostScript printers may not be able to form vertical text, 
Excel saves vertical text once as a horizontal vector text 
and once as a vertical bitmap text. The horizontal text 
was covered by the clipping boxes. Remove the vertical 
texts, and rotate the horizontal vector texts one by one. 
Now you have high quality, vertical PostScript text.
4. Illustrator needs to have a frame around the whole 
graph in order to defi ne image size (BoundingBox). 
Use the frame from Excel, or make your own.
5. To remove unwanted colors (rich black), select an item 
which is say black and then goto Select > Same > Fill 
color  and then change the fi ll color of all selected items 
to black only. Do the same for stroke colors.
6. You may have to use the same procedure for colored 
objects. They often are not converted to saturated 
colors and have small amounts of unwanted black or 
complementary color. Set those unwanted components 
to zero and may be the wanted ones to 100%.
7. Set the gridlines to 30% black only, using the same 
technique. While they are selected, adjust the line 
width to an amount proportional to the overall size of 
the graph. Lines that are too thin may not show. Take 
into account that the graph might be reduced when 
placed in a document. (By the way, it is much preferable 
to use gray grid lines rather than dashed grid lines. Each 
dash is a separate object in Illustrator, making for large 
and slowly printing fi les.)
8. The frame around the plot area actually consists of 
several lines on top of one another. It may be tricky to 
select the desired one. It may be necessary to select the 
4 solid lines around the graph and move them out of the 
way by a fi xed distance, delete the other lines that are 
left, and then move the frame back by the same fi xed 
distance. This way you make sure there is only one line 
left. While they are selected, adjust line width to some 
sensible amount.
9. Now you may have a clean graph. Save it as a PDF 
fi le. Open the PDF in Acrobat. The image that you 
see should be just the graph without any other objects 
around it. In Acrobat go to Advanced > Output Preview 
and unselect the black printer. All that should remain 
are the colored graph lines, the black text and frames 
and gray gridlines should no longer be visible. If that 
is the case you are done. Making the PDF is not trivial. 
Depending on color management settings in InDesign 
and/or Distiller, the fi le may be converted again to 
CMYK with rich blacks.
If you have several similar graphs, you can process them 
all at the same time in Illustrator, and, when you are done 
editing, you can copy and paste each graph to a separate 
new Illustrator fi le out of which you make the PDF. This 
way it is easy to make all graphs the same size and the 
same colors. Figs. 1 and 2 were edited this way.
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    Black only          SWOP              Neutral             Sepia       .
Fig. 3: Effect of different grey balance settings
  Neutral C80%    SWOP C80%    Neutral misreg.   SWOP misreg.
Fig. 4: Sensitivity to ink variation and misregistration
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Effect of assigning a source profi le
Color management is a new imaging paradigm of the 
1990s. Prior to the color management era, digital images 
do not associate with profi les. Images without profi les 
are known as legacy images. To convert a legacy image 
into a color-managed workfl ow is to assign a profi le to 
the image in a standard ICC application programming 
interface (API). 
A pictorial (RGB) test image, courtesy of GATF, is used to 
demonstrate the effect of assigning source profi le. Four 
RGB profi les, Adobe RGB (1998) (upper left), Apple RGB 
(upper right), ColorMatch RGB (lower left) and sRGB 
(lower right), are used in this page. By assigning an RGB 
profi le to the image does not change digital values of that 
image, but it changes the meaning of digital values, thus, 
the appearance of the image. These images are converted 
to the NexPress 2100 color space using the relative 
colorimetric intent with black point compensation.
RGB primaries, defi ned in the Adobe RGB color space, 
are more chromatic than those defi ned in other RGB 
color spaces. Can you see the visual impact of the color 
image reproduction as the result of assigning different 
RGB profi les?
Adobe RGB (1998) Apple RGB
sRGBColorMatch RGB
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Effect of color rendering intent
Color rendering intent addresses gamut mapping and 
is a user’s choice when converting a digital image from 
its source color space to a destination color space. Four 
color rendering intents, i.e., absolute colorimetric, relative 
colorimetric, perceptual, and saturation, are available in a 
standard ICC application programming interface (API). 
A pictorial (RGB) test image, courtesy of GATF, is used 
to demonstrate the effect of color rendering intent, as 
shown below. In this instance, the Adobe RGB (1998) is 
the source profi le and the NexPress 2100 the destination 
profi le generated from the GMB Profi leMaker 5 profi ling 
software package. Black point compensation, a feature in 
Photoshop’s color engine, was left unchecked at the time 
of color conversion. Can you describe the visual difference 
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Effect of monochrome image reproduction
How many ways can you effectively 
render a monochrome image? Do 
the various monochrome areas, 
figures a, b and c at right, look 
different? [Hint: Try using a loupe]
The image shown below is a CMYK 
image illustrating three variations for 
monochrome conversion. The fi rst 
method, shown in fi gure a, is K-only 
resulting from adapting a K-only 
ICC press profi le to convert to grayscale. 
The second method, shown in fi gure b, 
illustrates a CMY-only representation 
resulting from a CMY-only ICC press profi le 
used to convert directly from a grayscale 
fi le. The third method illustrated, shown in 
fi gure c, shows the results from creating a 
typical ICC CMYK profi le.
Which of the three monochrome images 
looks the most neutral?
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Effect of assigning/ converting a legacy CMYK image
The pictorial reference image, shown below, is one of the 
CMYK legacy fi les from ISO 12640. Legacy image fi les 
have no known ICC profi le associated with them. They are 
used as pictorial references for evaluation of print quality 
and benchmarking between printing systems.
When assigning a printer profile to a legacy CMYK 
image, digital values in the fi le are not changed, but the 
appearance of the image will. When converting a CMYK 
image from an assigned source to a destination, the 
appearance of the image is preserved, but digital values 
in the fi le are altered.
The top row is a comparison between a legacy CMYK 
image (1a) and the same image assigned to the NexPress 
profi le (1b) in the Test Targets 5.0 PDF/X-1a workfl ow. 
Should you observe any visual difference between the 
two images as printed? Should you observe any difference 
between the two images if displayed in Photoshop CS?
The bottom row is a comparison between a legacy image 
assigned to the SWOPv1 profi le and converted to the 
NexPress profi le (2a), and the same image assigned to the 
SWOPv2 profi le and converted to the NexPress profi le 
(2b). What would be the causes if you observe color 
differences between the two images?
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Grey component replacement
Pictorial images are captured in RGB color spaces and 
printed in CMYK color spaces. When converting an 
image from a three-channel RGB color space to a four-
channel CMYK color space, there is a degree of freedom 
when mapping the color of a pixel from RGB to CMYK. 
Gray component replacement (GCR) is that freedom 
when deciding the amount of black in a pixel. In other 
words, GCR is the process of removing some amount of 
chromatic inks forming gray and replacing it with the 
equivalent black ink.
The concept of GCR is demonstrated here by (1) 
constructing two ICC profi les for the NexPress 2100 digital 
press under two GCR levels, i.e., GCR1 (light black) and 
MaxK (heavy black), and a total area coverage (TAC) of 
286 using Profi leMaker 5.04, (2) assigning the Adobe RGB 
(1998) profi le to an untagged RGB test image from GATF, 
(3) performing RGB-to-CMYK conversion under relative 
colorimetric rendering with black point compensation, and 
(4) printing this page under the calibrated press condition. 
Can you see the difference in the three-color (left) CMY 
column and the black (middle) column between the two 
GCR levels? Yet, they have the same visual appearance in 
the four-color (right) CMYK column.
        3-color CMY        +             Black      =       4-color CMYK
GCR1GCR1GCR1
MaxK MaxKMaxK
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Pictorial reference image
Pictorial color images are often used to compare color 
quality among different output devices. Do you remember 
where you saw this picture before? That’s right, you saw 
it in the front cover of this publication. Representing a 
collection of many colorful objects, this pictorial test 
image, courtesy of Chromaticity, Inc., was assigned with 
a ColorMatch RGB profi le. It was, then, converted to 
the NexPress 2100 digital press profi le under relative 
colorimetric intent with black point compensation 
checked in Photoshop API.
You may notice similarities in the visual appearance 
between the cover and this page. But if you examine the 
two images closer, you may spot subtle, but noticeable, 
differences nevertheless. These differences are the result 
of device (imaging mechanism, substrate, colorants), 
screening, and color rendering, etc.
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Effect of keyness in tone & color reproduction
When converting fi les from RGB to CMYK, the use of an 
ICC workfl ow is very effective for preserving the tone and 
color appearance of the source image fi le as it continues 
through production. 
For image fi les with a fairly even distribution of tones, or 
“normal key” originals, this result is typically desirable. 
However, for image fi les that have a clear bias toward 
lighter or darker tones, also known as “high key” or “low 
key” originals, an additional image editing step may be 
desirable to bring out specifi c tonal differentiation.
The images below illustrate the difference. On the left, we 
see the results of converting directly to the press profi le 
without any additional editing step and, on the right, we 
see the results of making additional edits in Photoshop 
using tools such as Levels, Curves and Selective Color. 
Can you spot the differences?
High-key image converted to ICC profi le only
Low-key image converted to ICC profi le only Low-key image with tonal correction
High-key image with tonal correction
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∆E*ab vs. ∆E*00
This page shows fi ve color strips (gray, red, blue, green, 
and yellow). Each strip is made up of two patches (left and 
right). Do you see there is a larger color difference in the 
gray strip than in the color strips? The answer should be 
‘yes.’ By measuring the color difference with a colorimeter, 
what are the measured color differences between the two 
patches?
Clue: If you use ∆Eab (D50, 2-degree) as the color difference 
formula, you’ll be surprised that all fi ve strips have ∆Eab 
around 6. But if you use ∆E00 as the formula, you will fi nd 
that (1) color differences among the fi ve strips are unequal 
and (2) The magnitude of ∆E00 correlates with visual color 
difference quite well.
High defi nition screening
This page demonstrates image sharpness as a function of 
screening used. A pair of monochrome pictorial images, 
courtesy of Professor Yuri Kuznetsov of St. Petersburg 
University of Technology & Design, is shown below. 
Both images were pre-ripped at 1,200 ppi and saved 
as 1-bit TIFF. The difference between the two images is 
the result of screening used. The image on the left was 
screened traditionally. Judging from the enlarged section 
High defi nition screening output to NexPress 2100 at 600 spi.Traditional screening output to NexPress 2100 at 600 spi.
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of the image on the left, the midtone has checkerboard 
patterns. The image on the right was screened with the 
High Defi nition Screening algorithm. Notice there is no 
checkerboard patterns in the enlarged section. In addition, 
“etch-like” lines are visible horizontally and vertically. For 
more information on High Defi nition Screening, please 
visit http://www.adaptivescreening.org/.
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Synthetic Targets
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